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1. IN TROD UCTIO N 
There has been an increasing interest in the study of uns teady flows in recent 
years. This due to the importance of such flows in turbomachine ry. a irc raft fl utter. 
helicopter roto r blade flow - . bioRuid Rows . etc . ror many of these applicatio ns it i 
essent ial to include \·iscosity effects in the flow model ing. e pecially when the thermal 
characte ris tic a re part oft he analysis. Since the \·iscous effect are gene rally confined 
to thin shear layers on olid - urface . the boundary-layer equat io ns can be used as a 
tool in the anal ysis in a number of these fl ows. Howe\·er. t he use of the boundary-layer 
equations is generally restricted t o attached Rows with insignificant su rface cu rvatu re . 
and exten-ion to more general flow is expensive in computer time a nd \·ery tediou -
to implement. Ex tensions o f the boundary-laye r equation s to separated flows have 
generaUy not been applied to large classes of problems l . :2'. 
The limitations of the boundary-layer equations have led to t he decrease in 
their populari ty in favor of the full et of ~a\·ier-Stokes equations. In theory. the 
a pplication o f the :.Javier- ·tokes equations has no limitations with regard to the 
ty pes of flow s analyzed. as lonu as the fluid is ~ewt onian . However. solving the 
.'\avier- Stokes equations requires much more computer time and sto rage than for the 
soh ·ing of the boundary- layer equat ions. 
Because o f the large amount of reso urces required to solve t he ~avier- ··tokes 
·) 
equations. the use o f the boundary-layer equations will p robably co nt inue. Lt seem · 
reasonable to use a -implifiecl set of equatio ns whene\·er it i · possible with.out :,acri-
ficing accuracy. 
\ ·ery early works in the analysis of bollndary-layer A.ows were confined to the 
analy ·is of incompres ·ible. adiabatic Rows ·:3 ·"-!: ,. Eiuly uns t eady boundary layer 
in\·estigations used similar approaches .) ,. \\'hen the complexity of the problem · 11n-
der in\'estigat ion had increased to the level of compressible boundary layers. initial 
investi"'ator .6. made numerous simplifying assumptions in t heir analyses or u ·ed 
\·ariable transfor mations. :\ s ummary of a number of unsteady Row- analyzed i-.. 
given by Telionis I. Howe\·er. the analyses ,,·ere not applied o,·er a \\·ic!e range of 
te ·t case . l"p to the present. the number of generally appli cable unsteady comp res ·-
ible boundary-layer algorithms i· rather limited. Recently. [~won _'- and Reddy et 
al. ·g de\·elopecl generally applicable uns t eady boundary- layer algo ri thms. The so-
lution procedure of the test cases presented by Reddy 4 . makes use of the similarity 
p roperties of the flows analyzed. K won ~ : .and K won et al. ·10· solve a large rnriety 
of test cases with a scheme that does not make use of possible s imilarity properties of 
the Rows analyzed. Kwon e t al. 11 al:,o extended the un · teady boundary-analysi 
to turbulent Rows. 
The present study is an extension of the unsteady compressible boundary-layer 
analysis by Kwo n .c" The applicable b ll ndary-layer formulation developed by Kwon 
· : utilized a Cartesian grid and was o nly applicable to external Row cases . In this 
study. the boundary-layer equations are transformed to generalized coordinates co r-
responding to the most gene ral grid applicable to the boundary-layer equat ions. [ t 
is shown in Chapter 2 that a restriction on the computational gri d is implied wit h 
3 
the use of the boundary-laye r app roximation. The app li cability of the algorithm i · 
also extended t o internal flo,\·s . .-\ number of testca-e· are co n idered whi ch han• 
been computed by p re\·ious in\·estigators us ing diffe rent approaches . "Onle of I hem 
requiring t he ·olu t ion oft he full \" a\·ier- tokes equatio ns . 
The a pplicab ility of t he boundary-layer equations in the framewo rk o f an 0,·erall 
.\a\·ier- "toke algo rithm has been demonstrated by Van Dalsem and : 1eg;er l :2 . 
In their approach . the boundary-l aye r equation · are ·o h ·ed in part n f the tl.owfield. 
and the .\aYier- ~ tokes -ol ver is forced to that -ol ution. This approach is te rmed 
the fortified .\ a\·ier- -.tokes a.lgorit hm . .-\ s part of the pre·ent s tudy. aspect · of thei r 
approach are im·estigated fur ther u -ing a thin-laye r a lgorithm develo ped by Pulliam 
l :3 . 
r 
2. BOUNDARY-LAYER EQ U ATIO N S 
2 .1 Ove rvie w 
The co ncept of the boundary laye r is based on the observation that the \·iscou-
forces are important near bodie ·. regardle s of the magni t ude of the visco ·ity. It was 
·hown by Prandtl cited in "c·hlichting 1-l that if it is further assumed that the transi-
t ion from zero velocity at the wall to r he full magnitude o f t he inYiscid st ream orrnr 
in a t hin layer ( the boundary layer ). a reduced fo rm of the :'-ia\·ier- ' toke- equation · 
i appl icable in the near wal l region. In Cartesian coordinat es. the two-dimensional 
.'\a vier- tokes equations fo r comp ressib le Row are gi \·en by: 
Continuity 
! 2. l) 
x-\.Iomentum 
/Ju 8u 1911 op r9 [ 2 . au ch l 8 [ Du i7i· l 
p- -pu--pc-= --- -. - 1d2- - -) -
0
y fL( ;::iy- .-J .. r ) at J.r {Jy i.::i.r (J.r :3 a.r i)y v ' \ 2.2 ) 
y- \foment um 
( :2.:3) 
.j 
Ener<TV ::i. 
DT BT i T 
pep-.- - pcpu-. - - pcpr-. -
Jt ax d y 
Op dp i)p iJ i3T 
- - u-.. - 1·-. - -(k -,.-) 
Dt 11.r Oy iJ.r d.r 
8 iJT 
--(k-) - <I> 
/) y (}y 
1\·here <I> is the di ss ipation function: 
[
. ( Elu ) 2 . ( 8r ) 2 
<f> = fl 2 -. - 2 -.-
ll.r d y ( ~: i · _ i~u )2 _ ~( ~u _ i~lt-) 2 ] d:r: cly 3 8.r .::iy 
If the boundary-layer assumptions are app li ed to equations 2.:2 and 2.:3 rhe x-
momentum equations take o n a reduced Co rm: 
x.- ~foment um 
Ou !Ju au r':lp a d!i 
- - ti- - {'- = - -.- - ( -:--}L-.-) 
i)t 8.r ,-::; y ,'J.r i:J y il y 
and they-momentum equation is found to be negligible. A majo r consequence of the 
elimination of they-momentum equation is that the pressure gradient i · irnpre ·sed 
on the boundary layer since no U term is present. Although the ideas leading to 
the boundary-layer approximation were originally based o n the momentum boundary 
layer. the same ideas can also be applied to the the rm al boundary layer. The energy 
equation becomes: 
Energy 
aT ar ar op op Dp f3 BT all 2 PCp~t - PCpll ,1 ,r - PCp 1' oy = - - u- - 1·- - -(J.:- ) -11( -_ ) u u at 8.r i)y a y f)y IJy ( 2.6) 
An order of magnitude analysis of the ~avier-Stokes equations according to 
Prandtl cited in Anderson et al. ·1.j: reveals t hat te rms in they-moment um equation 
6 
become important before terms need to be added to the :<-momentum equation . This 
fact also becomes clear by considering the y-momentum equal ion fo r -econd order 
boundary-layer theory: 
/J p 
t'.Jy R 
I :2. I ) 
where R is the rad ius of cun·at u re of t he body. Equation :2. I ·how - that the tram.ve rse 
pressure gradient is not negligible for small radii o f curYature. This re tricts the 
first o rder boundary-layer equations to rreometries with small curvature. Anothe r 
limitation of the boundary-layer equations is associated \\·ith the computa tional grid. 
a · is ·hown later in this chapter. 
2.2 C ha racte ristics of t he U nstead y B o unda r y-Laye r E q uat io ns 
The boundary-layer momentum equation is parabolic since it can be transformed 
into the heat conduction equation ·1.f. The system of boundary- layer equations 
consisting of the continuity. one momentum and energy equation can readily be show n 
to be parabolic · L6:. 
The classical example of a parabolic partial differential equation (PDE ) is the 
heat conduction equation. Parabolic problems no rmally have solution whi ch march 
forward in time but diffuse in -pace. ft is instructive to comment on the signal 
propagation in fluid flows. Real ·ubsonic flows are go\·erned by the :--,r a vier-. "tokes 
equations. which are elliptic and allow for signal propagation in all directions. In-
formation in all di rections is propagated through pressure as well as viscous st ress 
gradients and information is convected with the st ream by means of local velocities. 
In Prandtl's boundary-layer theo ry. the viscous effects are limited to a thin layer in 
-
I 
\\·hich the streamwise ·tress gradient::. are omitted. fo r external Rows. the rnlcula11011 
of pressure i · ·eparated from the rnlculation of the ,·isrous re~ion. Hence. within the 
boundary la_,·er. the flow can only be influenced by e,·ents up,:tream . .-\ heha\·ior of 
t hi s kind is called parabolic and al lows t he solution to be advanced in the -. trf'alll\\·i~e 
direction based on already obta,ined ~o lu tions. If the unstead.\· bounclary-la_,·er eq11a-
tions are used to model a flowfielcl. the flow direct ion plays a time-like role lwca11::-e 
time and space are the t\\"O marching directions. 
The way a A.ow is modeled u in,g the unsteady bou ndary-layer equation· can 
be ,·isualized by examining the propagation of a dis tur bance in the boundary layer. 
The unsteady boundary-layer equations differ from the ·teady ,·er,ion:. only th rough 
th rough the appearance of an unsteady te rm in t he contin ui ty. momentum and energy 
equation. Howe,·er. the concepts 11nderl,\·ing t he two se ts of equations are rather 
different. The concepts of ignal propagation in two-dime nsional unsteady boundary-
laye r A.ow · is closely relat ed to those in teady th ree-dimensional boundar.\· layer". 
[fa disturbance is generated at :n a t ion (x .t ) in the two-d imensional boundary layer. 
it will propagate instantaneously across the boundary layer from the wall to the 
outer edge. The signal also propagate with the st ream at a speed equal ro the 
maximum ·treamwi ·e ,-elocity in the boundary layer. which is a t the outer edge . .-\t 
each new station t he ·ignal is felt instantaneous ly across the bounda ry layer because 
of viscous diffusion. There are no signal propagat.i ons in t he ups tream di rection if 
there are no A.ow re,·ersals . Consequen tly. the A.ow at a particular poin t doe not 
depend on the entire flow field. The zone which affect t he flow at a poin t is called 
the zone of dependence. The zone which can be reached by signals sent from a 
par ti cu la r point is called the zone of influence. For the unsteady. two-dimen ·ional 
boundary-layer equations . the zo nes of dependence a nd in fl uence are a wed~e-·haped 
volume generated by two planes that a re perpendicular to the !:<.ti p lane. T he 
t wo plane· are derermined by rhe minimum a nd maxi mu m \·elocity in the boundary 
layer . .--\ zo ne of limited influence. as it is disp layed by t he unst eady boundary-
layer equat io ns . is typical for hyperboli c problem ·. The two-dimensional unsteady 
bou ndary-layer equatio ns exhibit hyperbolic beha\·ior i n t he ( x .t) plane just as rhe 
three-dimen ional ·tead y boundary-layer equat ions do in the plane alon g; the body. 
Hyperbolic problems have a limited zo ne of influence. For hyperbolic scheme-. t he 
C'ourant - rriedri chs-Lewy ((' fL ) condition assures that the zone of dependence i· 
incorporated into t he numerica l scheme. However. since the unsteady bou ndary-
layer equatio ns are parabo li c in space. a generalization of the C' FL condition is not 
applicable. I t is po~· ible for a particular numeri cal scheme to mode l the zo ne o f 
dependence and the signal propagation mechanism incorrectly. but still gi,·e good 
result s )0 .,11:. Steady boundary-layer equations a re solved by parabol ic marching in 
the s treamwise direct ion. where the initial and bound ary conditions must be knO\\·n. 
The unsteady bounda ry-laye r equations are also solved by marching in t he 
st reamwise direction . but t hi s must be done at each t ime step . In other \\·o rd s . 
the solution must be ma rched in time a nd ·pace to a parti cu lar point (x.t ) by m arch-
ina- in space to a point x: and this has to be repeated as many ti mes as the re are time 
steps . This approach does not provide the same zo ne of dependence as indicated by 
the diffe rential equations . .-\ dis turbance at station (x .t) is felt instantaneously at 
all downst ream stat ions . ·ince at t he space march ing sweep performed at each t ime 
s tep. the solution is based o n the solutions of each p revious marching station and 
time s tep. It should be noted that some schemes attempt to model t he zones of 
9 
dependence and the rule of s ignal p ropagation 1n a local or approximate manner 7 . 
2 .3 Co mp uta t io na l G rid fo r t he B oun dar y -Laye r E q uat ion 
In the case of t he bo undary-laye r Pquation . t he momentum equation i · satisfied 
in t he direction along the body. while the momen t um equation in the normal dirPclion 
is neglected. In two dimensio ns it i po -ible to write any \·ector equa tion as a linear 
combination of two other (nonparallel) \·ector equations. For example.the moment um 
equation in the~ direction is: 
l 2. l 
where .rmom a nd Ymom repre"Pnt the x- and y- momentum equar1on re pecti\·ely. 
The Cartesian \·elocity components in l he moment um Pquations can a lso be linearly 
combined to gj\·e components in new direction . This idea has been applied b:· 
~eve ral authors 9 . 17 for the :\a\·ier-. "tokes equations. It is reported l '- . 19 
that it 1 easier to apply periodic boundary conditions if the \·ector equation are 
written in cova riant form -with the \·elocity components along the gridline. C'arte-ian 
vectors can be linea rly combined to pro\·ide ,·ector equations parallel ( co\·ariant ) o r 
perpendicular ( contra\·ariant) to the gridlines. The contrava.riant unit \·ector is: 
(2.9) 
and the covariant \·ector is: 
(2.10 ) 
Accordina to generally accepted con\·ention. the (-direction is synonymou with the 
st reamwise direction. a nd 17 corresponds to the trans\·erse direction. The con\·ecti,·e 
10 
terms tn the momentum equation can be combined accordin~ to equations 2.!1 a.nd 
2.10 so that the \:elocity components are parallel or perpendicular to the grid lines. 
Howe\·er. -ource terms will remain. The diffusion term::. do not combine readi ly and in 
the case of Cartesian \·elocity components. they will ha\·e to be transformed acco r<lin; 
to: 
u 
1' 
.r ~ C - .r '7 \ -
y~ C - Y17 \ . 
I 2. 111 
( ·2. 12 I 
A thin layer approximation can then be performed on equa tion ·) by using 
order of magnitude arguments consistent \\·ith the boundary- layer assumption. 
Term- of importance are the ·econd deri\·ati\·e o f a \·elority compo nent para llel 
to the body with respect to the distance from the wall. whereas the deri\·ati\·e of a 
velocity component normal to a wall with re pert to t he distance from the \\·all i · 
negligible. Also. coordinate de ri..-ati\·es co uld be ronsidered to \·ary -lowly compared 
to the velocity components themselve - _11·. Despite these thin-layer approximations. 
the computations of the nonorthogonal st res tensor is messy and complicated _11:. 
This approach is not generally applicable to the boundary-layer equations s ince 
the pressure in the boundary layer is not modeled as being con - tanr. The main 
motivation for using this type of thin-layer approximation 11 is that fewer terms 
are inrnlved compared to the :..-avier-Stokes equations . First order boundary-layer 
theo ry s tates that momentum equations sat isfied in the direction parallel to the body. 
The transverse momentum equation is di scarded on the basis of small gradient of 
the t·-velocity components in the thin \·isrous layer . The boundary-layer assumption 
breaks down if the crridlines in the transverse direction have curvature. since the 
11 
pressure gradient would contain changes 1n the st reamwise direction . which are not 
modeled a constant . 
.-\ boundary-layer approximation for a linear combination of the momentum 
equations was pe rformed b~· .. teger et al. :20: . HO\\·ever. the boundary-layer type of 
approximarion was on ly u -ed to simplify the nscou terms. T he equation.- wt>rt> 
then recast in to thei r Cartesian vector form in o rder to a \·oid the occu rrence o f 
sou rce terms. These source te rms reflect that momentum equation truly npplies 
along traight line . not along coordinate lines. teger et al. 20 reported that the 
pressu re in the boundary layer had to be determined from a normal-like momentum 
equation . which is not consistent with the fi rst o rder boundary-layer approach. 
:\ - mentioned above. I he decoupling of the viscous boundary-layer Row from 
the outer Row poses certain requirements on the computational g rid used in the \·is-
co us region . Only the st reamwise momentum equation i · retained after application of 
Prandt l"s order o f magnitude analy:sis on the o riginal \:a1;·ier- Stokes mome ntum equa-
tio ns )-l .. Otherwi se. the pressure gradient would not be kept constant th roughout 
the boundary layer at each marching stat ion. causing ellipticity. The p ressure gradi-
ent must be obtained from o ut side the boundary laye r and it is used at all gri d points 
at a par ticular marching stat ion. T he finite-diffe rence equations can only enforce the 
p ressure crradient applicable at a particular marching station if the gridlines inside 
the boundary layer t rans verse to the Row di rect ion a re t raight and o r thogonal to 
the st ream wise reference coordinate . [ tis not necessary to impose restrictions on the 
gridlines in t he flow direction. T hey are allowed to be nonparallel. Howe\·er. the 
Cartesian boundary-layer equations satisfy .\ ewton ·s second law parallel to the body. 
wh ich is the direct ion perpendicular to the grid lines away from the body. Therefore. 
12 
a coordinate transformation is needed to make equation- 2.1 and 2 . .5 applicable to a 
grid ,,·ith nonorthogonal gridlines. 
The motivation to use a le s res trictive formulation of the bonndary-layer Pqua-
tions i the added ability to use a grid more typical for the \"a\·ier- 'toke. equation~ 
since the interaction of the solution of the boundary-layer equations with an elli p· 
tic -olver is one of the purpose· of this study. fn addition. nonparallel ~ri <lline in 
the stream,,·ise di rection permit keeping the number of g ridpoints in the bo1tndary 
more nearly constant. allowing the grid to adhere more closely to the growl h of the 
boundary layer along a body. l t is belie,·ed that in some applications . a le-- re.;;tric-
ti,·e grid co uld increase the performance and reduce the co· t of ~ome boundary-layer 
a lgorithms. 
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3. BOUNDARY-LAYER FORM OF THE GOVERNING 
EQUATIONS 
f n this chapter. the unsteady boundary-layer equal ions used are de\·eloped in 
their nondimensional form . In addition . the initial and boundary co nditio n nece -ary 
to solve problems using the boundary-laye r equations are discussed. A generalized 
coordinate t ransformation is di sc ussed wh ich takes into account the re_t riction:. on 
the computat ional grid discussed in C hapter 2. 
3.1 Nondime nsional Form o f the Governing Equatio ns 
The equations were nondimensionalized according to the choices recommended 
"' .r "' ~ .r I p Pollo 
"' Jf_ "' l' ll Uo l ' ll a 
T'" T ('" ~ lo 
1!_ "' _p_ µ 
f.lO 
p 
Po 
"' !:.E_ k"' k c r;; p '-'po 
As is d isc ussed in C hap ter 2. the boundary-layer equations are a s impl ified fo rm 
of the \" avier-Stokes equations. They differ from the \ avier-S tokes equation in that 
all st ream wise derivatives in the d iffusion (momentum and energy equation) and the 
r 
I -t 
Jis:>ipation ( ener~y equation ! te rms a re ne!?Jec Pd. The c1Jn inuit y equati on remat1b 
unchan!!;ed. 
The nondime n ·io nalized co mpre · ib le boundary-layer equations writtf'n in cylin -
drical rno rdinates are : 
Cont inuity 
.\lomen t um 
Energy 
i. lp ill" p U (-/,.pc 
r -
r If 
------
r'.l.r /-I y 
{ lu r)rt j·l u 
p -. - -µ11 -.. - - 1i r -.-i=Jt r_l ,r r)y 
nT ,:j T rlT 
pep -.-- - pcpu -. - - p1 ·p1· -. - = 
(J f I ),r l f.1J 
1)p 
tl.r 
= 0 
Op 1'.·Jp L a f:JT Ee d 11 :2 
Ee!-:-- - 11 -. l - -- -(r /.•-.-J- - 11( -. ) 1:L:n 
Equa1ion of . ·late 
where PO = R~o 
ll ij 
( If d.r P~ r /'!y t)y Re dy 
p - POpT 
[f no ncyl indrical coord inates are u ·ed: ,. = 1.0 
3 .1.1 B o und ary and Ini t ial Condit ions 
[n add.ition to a statement of the co nsen·ation equations. the fo rmulation of a 
problem requires a complete specification of the boundary and initial condit io ns. Ap-
propriate consen·ation equation · apply within the \·olume. T he number o f boundary 
L.j 
condition needed is dete rmined b.v the order of the highest deri..-;ui\·e appearing in 
each rnriable in the governing diffe rential equations. 
The governing conse rvation equations are independent of the type of flow an-
alyzed. The imposed boundary and initial conditions dictate what flow is in\·e·ri-
gated. Owing to the fact that the mathematical character of the go,·erning equations 
is changed when the boundary-layer approx.imation is applied . the t reatment of the 
non-su rface boundary condit ions for internal flow is diffe rent from external flO\\ .. 
Initial conditio ns must be pro\·ided in the enti re flowfie ld for the rnriab!e - p. u 
and T. The time marching procedure is started by ·patial sweep · through the Aowtield 
ba·ed on the initial conditions . 
. 'ince at each time s tep the solution is space-marched in the st reamwi ·e direction 
based on the pre,·ious march ing step. the fi rs t marching st ep mu · t be pro\·ided as 
the upstream boundary condition. The up tream boundary condition can be time-
dependent. Downstream boundary conditions are not needed for boundary-layer 
solvers. since the governing equations a re parabolic. 
3.1.1.1 B o unda r y conditio n s at s urfaces The boundary conditions used 
at surfaces are the - ame fo r internal and external flow - . The no sl ip condition p rovides 
boundary conditions for the continui ty and momentum equation. and the thermal 
boundary condition is enforced fo r the energy equation. The no lip condition is: 
11(.r . O.t) = 0. d.r .O.tl = 0 ( :3 . .)) 
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Tv:o po sibilities fo r thermal bo undary condition · are: 
a spec ified wall heat flux: 
o r specified wall temperature: 
r) 
-. Tr .c.0.t ) = 
iJy 
•/u·( .r. t) 
~· 
T (.r.0.t) = T w(.r .t ) I :L,, 
It important to note that the thermal boundary conditi o ns can ,·ary wit h time. 
3 . 1.1.2 Externa l Flows For ext e rnal boundary layers . the domain of inte r· 
e -1 extends fro m the body to the interface with the in,·iscid re~ion. which is referred 
to as the edge oft he boundary layer. The no rmal gradient s oft he t reamwi ·e ve locity 
and temperatu re mus t di sappear at the o uter edge o f the boundary layer. If one free 
·tream rnriable - uch as the free ·tream \·elocit y. temperature. p re su re o r density is 
·pecified at the outer edge. the ·y.;tem consisting o f the momentum. eneray a nd the 
equation of s tate can be ·oh·t>d fo r the ot her t hree variables. 
For incompre s ible fl ows. the temperatu re ho uld be pecified at t he edge of 
the boundary layer. The pre ·sure gradient can then be dete rmined in te rms of t he 
·treamwi se ,·elocities · ·. :..-ote that the t• velocity component at the ou te r edge mu t 
a lways be found from the continuity equation. 
The equations to be solved at the oute r edge for compressible. unsteady flow are: 
\Io men tum 
Flu au 
p- -pu-ot ox 
ap 
ox ( 3 . ~) 
LI 
Enerav 
? • 
OT (JT Op i1p 
pep -.. - - /)l..'pU -.- - - = £ 1•1 -::-- - U -.. -) 
cit d .r t-Jt d .r 
Equation of tate 
p = PO pT 13. LO I 
3.1.1.3 Inte rnal Flows For internal A.ows. the do main of intere t is rhe en-
tire flow cro-- sect ion. For t he speci al case of axi;:; ymrnet ri c fl ow-. only half of t he 
Aow cross section needs to be analyzed since a line of symmet ry exi·t:' a t the re n-
terline. Only internal flows of thi s kind were studied in thi s analysi The bou ndilry 
conditions at the centerline are: 
1) tl 
- = 0 
dy 
DT 
-_ = 0 
,:-Jy 
[nternal flow are different from external flow since the ou ter edge conditions 
a re not imposed by an outer flow. [nstead. they are part of the solution. In t he 
numerical cheme this was implemented by impo-i ng symmetry boundary conditions. 
In cylindrical coordinates. the diffusiYe terms in the momentum and eneray equat ion 
have a singularity at the centerline. Hopital' rule was applied to t he diffusive te rms 
at the cente rline resul t ing in: 
1 rJ • r)<f> i3 -8<1> 
lim - -. ( rf..: -.. - ) = 2-. ( k -. - l 
r' - 0 r tJy ijy a y /)y 
( 3.12 1 
The equations to be solved at the centerline are: 
Continuity 
Op fJrpu Drpt· 
r- - -- - -- = 0 at ax ay ( 3.13 ) 
l u 
.\Iomentum 
du au 
p-_- - pu -_-
<-Jt dx 
Op 2 i:J 1:i u 
- - - -.-11 -.-
r):r Ri: i"Jy i"Jy 
( :3 .1-l ) 
Enercrv o. 
/JT d T 
pep-.- - pcpu-_ -
r9t · r_9.r 
iJp f1p 2 a ar 
£ c(-.. - u-. ) - --.- r ~· -. ) 
ell ,:;.,_. Pe i:J y 11y 
' :J _ 1-)) 
Equation of 'tate 
p = PO pT I :3 .16 I 
3.2 Trans form ed Equatio ns 
[t i - common practice in computational fluid dynamics to u ·e a generalized co-
o rdinate tran -formation. This way. the finite-difference form of the equations can be 
solved in an equispaced Cartesian computational domain. The motirntion fo r thi s 
approach is based on the frequent need to soh·e the consen·ation equation · \\Tit ten 
in Cartesian coordinates on a nonorthogonal grid . .-\generalized coordinate tran sfo r-
mation is often desc ribed in te rms of the physical and computational domain . The 
physical domain is the domain containing the actual flow geometry. The phy ical 
domain is mapped to the equispaced Cartesian comp utational domain l -5. 
The equations in the computational domain contain me t ric terms which include 
the coordinate transformation parameters. The coordinates in the computational 
domain can be expressed as: 
~ t ( .i:.y.t ) 
'7 17(.r.y . t ) 
T T(J: . y.t) 
L!J 
--1 .. ---
·-- -
. ---·- -
- - -- - - - -
Fiaure 1. L: Blasiu - ( ;rid 
The equauons in the physical I x.y l domain can be expressed in rerms 1) [ O t3\1· 
independent \·ariables by using the chain rule. whereby the de ri\-atives in th e phy,i«n l 
domain become: 
,j ii ' i 
c - - '7.r :--... . r .- ' c),r ( I '- "" ;-) 1-) ,., 
' - - 'ly-,°ly '-Y ·:;c '· '- ,_,,., 
;} ii 
1) t :cir 
-ince for a s tationan· grid ~t = 0. 'It = 0. In o rder to amid cli\·ision bv zero . t he 
metric te rms in the actual transformed equations are exp re -secl as: 
' Y'7 c 
- .r '7 
.... .r .] !J J 
'7.r 
- !lf. 
fJy 
.r f. 
J .] 
where J = .r~yTJ - :r'ly(' The .J acobian f.J) must not be equal to zero. O nly t he 
independent \·ariables have been transformed by the transformation. so that the <le-
pendent variables It he velocity com ponen ts) are -rill ex pres ed int he original f u -ually 
Cartesian ) coordinate frame. 
As is explained in C hapter 2. orthogonality and no currnture o f t he grid in 
the cross s tream direction is a requirement for solving the first order boundary-layer 
equation . A grid of this type is more general than a s imple Cartes ian grid . ' ince one 
of the purposes of this investigation is to consider the feasibility o f the interaction of 
the boundary-laye r equations with :\avier- ' tokes soh·ers . com pat ib il ity of the grid:> 
used for the two et s of equations was deemed desirable. A grid oft his type i · ~hown 
in Fi gu re 3.l. [n terms of a gene ralized coordinate t ransfo rmatio n . a stat ionary grid 
suitable for the boundary-layer equations is: 
'7 = '}( .r . y J 
f. = ( ( .r l ( :3 . l l 
The chain rule (equation '.3. 1 I ) applied to a grid as it 1s -hown m Figu re :3 .1 
reduces to : 
The co rresponding .Jacobian is: 
o a 
f..r rJ( - '},r 817 
a 
1'/y .CJ 
v17 
After applying the transformation gi\·en in equation 3.19 to the (strictly Carte-
s ian ) boundary-layer equations. the transformed equations are obta ined : 
Continuity: 
{).] P rJ {} . 
r- - - ( rynpu) - - ( r.r: ,yT/p l l = 0 at a< ·1 ,:i" t., 
\foment um 
ou pu au . iJu 
p-. -- -. -p ~ -. at .r: ~ a< ary 
'> 
l 8 p l i3 JI D ll 
--- - ----(r-- ) 
.r f. 8( Rt r y '7 /317 Yry Dq 
( :3. :21 ) 
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Enerctv 
'='· 
dT pep EJT _i)T 
pep - - -u- - pcp i --- = 
1'3f .r ( (J f. iJry 
Op u Dp n 1,. rJT E c l du ·) 
E e( - - -::-) - ----. (r--.-- J- -p(--. i- 1:3.22 l 
/Jt .cf. d( Pr: ,. !Jry '-1 17 Yry !Jry Rr: Y11 clry 
If noncylin<lrical coordinates are used: r = l.O 
The velocity components ha,·e been expressed in terms of cont ra.variant velocity com-
ponents: 
{" II 
In o rde r to implement the boundary conditions for internal and external flow , 
the same type of boundary conditions are implemented as for t he nontransformed 
equations. For external Rows the ry-de ri rnti,·es must rnnish at the outer edge o[ the 
boundary layer. For axisymmetric internal fl.o\VS. the ry derivatives of the stream wise 
\·elocity and temperature must be equal to zero. The transformed equations (exclud-
i ng equation of st ate ) that must be soh·e at the oute r edge are ( r = 1.0 fo r convenience): 
Continuity: 
(3 .:2-t ) 
Momentum 
/Ju pu au 1 op 
p - - --;::- = ---. at :r f. d( .r f. ac. (3 .25) 
Enerrrv 
"'· 
DT pu cp OT 
pc p -.-- - -- -.. -
cit .rt. dt. 
c'lp 11 flp 
Ed - ---. ) 
?it .c c iH.  ... 
For ax.isymmetric flows. the following equatio ns must be -oh·f>d at the \enrerline . 
Continuity: 
DJ P a i..i . 
r -.- - -. (ryrypu ) - -. ( r ,r: ( y 17 p \ ) = 0 i:J t 1~( dry I., 
~!omen tum 
i) u pu iJ u l Hp 2 1} p 0 11 
p - - -- = - -- - - --!- - J 
fl t .r~ at .rt. Dt. Re Yq (} 17 Y17 l=J17 
Enerrrv 
'='· 
1)T p•·p i)T 
pep -.- - - u -.- = 
/it :r ( 1·)( 
£ 
/J p II iJ p 2 i') J,,· DT 
d -::- - --;-- ) - ---;:-- (--. ) 
cit :r: ( r}f. P r:' Yq cl ry Yry 1)17 
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-!. METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR THE BO UNDARY-LAYER 
EQ U ATIONS 
_..\fully coupled . implicit numerical scheme was chosen to soh·e the compres ·ib le . 
uns tead y laminar boundary-layPr equations. The mo ti \·at ion fo r thi s approach was 
the elim..ination of s tability co nstraint s clue to step -ize. In add it ion . it wa - fel t tha t 
the physic- o f an unsteady flow would be be tter mo deled by olvi ng the equat ions 
implicitly. lmpLicit schemes ha\·e been success fully used for unsteady boundary- laye r 
flows by several autho rs _1.: • _22 .. Be fore the equatio ns \\·ere \nit ten in finit e-d iffe rence 
form . a coordinate t r ansformation was applied as desc ribed in C hapter 3. 
-1 . l Finite-Diffe re nce R e prese ntation 
The nondimensionalized boundary-layer equations discussed in Chapte r 3 were 
solved using a fully implicit finite-diffe rence method. _..\ fully implicit metho d bas 
the advantage of being u nco nditionally s table. rt is based o n t he fini te-difference 
molecules cri ven in Anderson et a l. · 1.) . 
The finite-difference representation of the go\·erning equat io ns 1s given 1n Ap-
pendix A. As i- discussed in C hapter :3. in order to properly incorporat e t he boundary-
layer theory in the computational a nalysis , or thogonalit y and no curvature o f the 
gridlines in the d irection away from t he body is required. 
A coordinate sys tem oft his type was used by Blasi us cited in "' chlicting 1-1 to 
o btain the solution for laminar flow o\·er a flat plate with no p ressure gradient and 
constant properties r Blasius Row ). The Blasiu - coo rdi nate t ransformation is : 
~ = .r . I -I. 1 I 
The Blasius grid is s hown in fi gu re '.3.1. [f th e boundary-layer equation · are 
transfo rmed us ing equati on -t.l 1.5 . a solutio n independent of the distance from the 
leading edge is obtained fo r the Blasius flat plate fl o w. In th is flow . a well kn own 
similarit y so lution exi r - ·1-1: 1 and the second expressio n in equation -1.l co ntains rhe 
·caling facto r in the \·ertical di rection. 
For the Blasius flow. a solution independen t o f the d is tance from r he leading edge 
can be exactly obtained if the finite-difference form o f the boundary -layer equa ti o n- is 
soh,-ed o n a grid containing the scaling fac tor fo r the similari ty ·olut ion I equation -1 . 1 l. 
In this case a coo rdinate r rans fo r ma tion mus t be pe rfo rmed on the different ial eq ua-
tions before ca.sting them into finite-difference fo rm. The transfo rmed boundary-layer 
equa tions (equations :3.20=-:3.21 ) are applicable to a grid corresponding to equation -1 .l 
(Fig ure :3 .1 ). 
l_- se ful information pertaini ng to the proper difference representat ion o f the go\·-
ern ing di fferent ial equations and es pecially the metric terms can be gained by solv ing 
the boundary-layer equations on the Blasius g ri d. For the Blasius gr id with a con-
tant ~ 'land t he corres po nding Blasius A.ow the boundary-layer equations (equations 
3.20 - :3 .22 ) can be written as : 
Continuity 
\[omentum 
iiyryC u i · 
- .- - .r,y 71 - = 0 i)~ <.. il ry 
·) l · a c ·) _ or 
Yr1· - - -.. - - Yry - l -.. -
r I /C (}17 ' f. . ... . 
-R -.-> 
e dry-
T he Blasius grid contains the scaling factor for the similarity solut ion o f 
I -l. :2 l 
he Bla::.ins 
flow . and the result is that the s treamwise velocity u is cons tant along co nstant 11-
gridlines. Hence . it can be concluded from the momentum equatio n (equa tio n L3 ). 
t hat the term .l/ry 2 l · mus t also be independen t of the ·treamwise marching tatio n. 
The cont inuity equation (equation -1:.2 i can be expanded to: 
<:/ 11 dy,1 Dl . Y17 - - 11-. - - .r c !J17 - .- = 0 
d f. df. <., d ry 
1-l.-l l 
\Iultiplying by YI/ and Ji,·iding by .r~ gi,·es: 
·) . 
Y17 - i:lu Yr/ i ..:Jyry 2 n\. 
- -::;z - ll - ~ - y 17 ,·:) n = 0 
.rf. o..., .r~ 1J1, ., 
( -l .. ) I 
The first term in equation .f,.j ·hould be ze ro for the particula r grid and flo w. The 
third ter m should be independent off. a · is shown above. Therefore. the second 
term must also be independent off. for the Blasius sol ution to be obtained since 
from the analytical representation of the f. and ry de rivati\·es in equation -1:.l we ha\·e 
!i!J... OYry l . . Yn ~Yrz l .r~ a~ =lie ' a constant. Thus. the difference representat10n Uced for~ i:J E. = 1U 
should be ·uch that it becomes independent of .r for the Blasius grid (equation -l.l ). 
T his is the case when t he term ~ '~jp is represented as: 
Re 
(-!.6 ) 
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which i independent of ~. 
At lea t for the Blasius grid. the known informatio n about t he Blasius sol u tion 
is pro perly reflected if the y,7 terms contained in the coeffic ien t · ro di ffusive te rms of 
equations :3.21 and 3.22 are represen ted as a\·erages o f the YI] terms a t the m arching 
s tation(. of inte res t and the one before th<tt. For example . t he di ffu s io n te rm i · 
repre ·ented in finite-difference form as : 
1 i;) k 8 
- -. (--. <P ) ~ 
y,1 i7 ry Yry J 11 Yru .1 - YT/ i - l. j 
- -
( 
k i . J - t - h· i . j ----'y---~ ( <P i .j- L - <P i .j J 
T} · ·- [ ·) 
l .J -
- -
h·i.j- t - k i .j "' 
( 'l' i .J 
Y11i .j - L 2 
,,-here h· i · a diffus ion coefficient and <I> is the independent rnriable. 
This s trategy was ass umed to be applicable to all !!;rids having t he fo rm o f equa-
t ion :3.L whi ch ens ures they meet the requirements for the firs t o rder boundary-layer 
equations di -cussed in Chapter 2. 
One test of a numerical integra tion algo rithm is whether the algori t hm can re-
produce uniform flow. ' pecifically. this test can be used to ~ain information as to 
the proper finite-diffe rence representation of the metric terms. The computational 
me_h is initialized with a rectilinear rectangular flow such that u 11 i .j = l fo r all 
i.j in the mesh . The solution is then advanced in time to obtain un - 1 i .j = 1. If 
the algorithm is consistently formulated. the initial uniform A.ow is reproduced at 
the new time leve l. It should be noted that this test i based on physical reasoning 
and does not have the s tatus of a mathematical theorem ·23 '. [f the transformed 
equations are written i-n chain rule conse rvation law form. the test described above 
is automatically satisfied. In the present analysis the continuity equat ion is writ t en 
1n st rong co n errntion law form because the different H'locity terms iequation :3 .~ :3 \ 
combined easily to co ntra\"Cuiant \·elocity compo nent ·. T he momentum and i>nt>rgy 
equation are written in chainrule consen ·ation law form. 
If the no-slip conditio n a t the body ·urface i - e lim.inated and t he marching is 
·tarted with a unifo rm \·elocity profile . no change o f t he ,-eloci ty p rofile is expected 
in the marching direction. for boundary-layer al~orithm s usi ng a fixed ~rid . rh i::-
test can be performed by eliminatin~ the no-slip condition at the body su rface and 
ini tializ ina the marching procedure with a uniform ,·elocity p ro file. 
Fo r a uniform floH·. it is ob ,·ious that the (Cart e ian ) trans,·er e ,·elocity cnmpo-
nent r elluals to zero . T he incomp ress ible continuity equation then loo ks like : 
;-1 () 
- y,,11 --.- yctL 0 
i)~ iJq <., 
(' 0 I -L" l 
which fo r uniform Row become 
cl {J 
·:Jc YT/ - T° Y(. = 0 
'- <.. l T/ 
I -1.9 ) 
Equation -1.9 is sati sfied if t he same finite -di fference rep re entation 1s u eel fo r the 
derivatives of the metri c terms ,,·ith respect to (. and 17 as is used for the equat ion 
itself. This was proven to be true for the de \·elo ped algorithm by rep roducing uniform 
flow us ing various g rids . 
For the fl ow o ver a flat plate . the bound a ry-laye r equations ha\.·e a s ingularity at 
the leading edae . [ti s possible to use coordinate transfor mations t hat eliminate the 
s t ream wise derivatives at the leading edge . thus removing the singularity l .j: . The 
genera l coordinate transformation used in equations 3.20- 3.22 does not analyt ically 
·) 
remo,·e the leadin~ edge singulari ty encounte red in classical incomp ressible flat plate 
boundary-layer flow. 
However. if the Blas ius grid (equation -Ll ) i used fo r the fin ite-difference ca lcu -
1 at ion . removal of the leading edge singularity is pos -i ble thro ugh iteratio n. The 
ite rati\·e cheme makes use of the known fact that 11 is co nsta nt alo ng; con:-; tant 
17 - gridlines fo r the Blasius A.ow. This tes t was clone using t he presen t bo un d ary-
laye r algorithm. ~ t arting from an arbit rary stat.ion l ( usually near t he leading edge 1. 
the solu tio n was marched to s tation 2. The u· - at ·tation l are t hen O\·erwrit ten 
with the computed u ·- at st a tion 2 and so forth until the large t relati\·e change in 
u wa 0.01 S . Thirty ite ra tions were required for conve rn;ence. At co nH'rge nce. t he 
Blasius velocity profile was obtained . a nd upon marching with the con\·erged sol u rion 
beyond s tation L the \·elocity p rofile in the Blasius coo rdi nates did not change any 
mo re . This res ult provided e ncou ragement that the p roper finite-differen ce fo rm of 
the diffe rent ial equation ,,·as used. >l"o te that removing the leading edge ·ingula ri ty 
on ly de pends on tat ions l a nd 2 bei ng connected by a Blasius grid. Beyond s tation 
·> t he grid can \·ary as long as it conforms to equation :3.1 . 
Different fi nite-difference exp ressio ns fo r the metric te rms were applied. but the 
expected Blasius ·olut ion cou ld onl y be obt ained if the finite differencing of the 
diffus ion te rms was according to equatio n -!. I. 
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-1.2 Solut ion of the Couple d Finite-Diffe re nce Equation Syst em 
-1 .2.1 Newt on Lin earization 
1nce the governing equations are nonlinear. the use o f a fully implicit cou-
pled 5cheme require the use of a linea ri zat ion procedure. >iewt on linearization wa5 
succe fully used by Kwon 3 to -ol ve the unsteady boundary-layer equation - in a 
coupled implicit manner. Due to the findincrs of Kwon. a si milar app roach wa ·used 
in the present analy5is . 
The equations were linearized using "\e\\·ton linearization. T he mam idea be-
hind ::\ewt on linearization i- that the dependent \·ariables at the marchin~ tar ion <Jf 
intere Lare wrirten as the um of a pro\·isional rn.lue and a co rrection term. The four 
unknowns to be determined are expre-sed as : 
(I ci - 8u 
\ . \ . - (I\ \ . 
p p - f.p 
T T - <~T 
In the :'-l'ewton linearization of the finite difference equations. t he corrections ( t "s ) are 
assumed to be small. justifying dropping the b2 terms . Then. t he fo 's in the equat ion 
are replaced by t heir original definition. For example. in the case of u: 
bu u - u 
A linear finite-difference equation results. 
The system of .>iewton-linearized equations must be solved in an iterative man-
ner. After providing an initial estimate <f> for a \·ariable <f> • the set of equations is 
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·oh-ed fo r the unknowns in an iteratiYe manner. updaring; the <I>·- each time. The it-
eration i- te rminated whe n the relati,·e change of the unknown \·ariables between two 
iter ation le\·el- i les · tha n 0.0 1 CC . As in itial estimates of the unknown quantities. 
lialues from the p reviou marching ·rep were used. o r in the case of unsteady cal cu-
la t ions . the result from the previous time step we re used. The number of .\ewton 
iterations needed ,,·as rather insensiti \·e to the the ini t ial estimates. as long a · they 
were close enough so that con,·ergence could be achie\·ed. 
-l.2.2 System of Fini te- Differe nce Equat io ns 
T he linearized finite-differe nce equations can be a rranged into a block tridiag-
onal system whic h can be soh·ed d i rectly using a block tridiagonal matrix: soh·er. 
The fin ite-differe nce for m of the boundary-layer equations discu sed in C hapter :3 
constitute a -1: ' -1: block tridiagonal s~·stem . with the unknowns C. \ ·. ,_i. T 
It is desi rable to keep the b lock size n of the system as small as po"si ble sincP 
the number of ope rations inc rease· as n:3 :2-1:,. T he -1: < -1: system of equations can be 
reduced to a '.3 ':3 block tridiagon al sy·tem by replacing t he density by the equation 
of stat e . ln t hi approach the equat ion of state must first be linearized and solved 
fo r the un known density as follo ws: 
T- . 
l.j 
T he resulting block tridiagonal sy·tem has t he fo rm: 
D · ) 
(-L lO) 
( -1: . ll) 
c1.1 
whe re : (l> i . J { ~ .J 
Ti .J 
.\.B a nd (' a re :3 · '.)coefficient matrices and D 1s the n'cto r co n truning the known 
quan t ities as follow - : 
Bt (' l 0 
.-1 ") B ·) c •) 0 
.-1 .\" .J B .\" .J 
'P l 
(l> ·) 
•I> :J 
(l> 
J 
<1> .\" J 
Dt 
D ·) 
D :3 
D J 
I 
D .\" .J 
1-Ll ~ l 
The coefficients .-L B. C' a nd D a re given in Appendix B. This sys tem of equa tions 
must be solved at each marching s tep. At eac h time step. the en tire flowfield must 
be solved by -patial marching based on the previous time step. Each marching sweep 
through the Aowfield rep resents the ol uti on o f o ne time step. 
ince a :'\ewton iteration procedure was used in the present analysis . t he solu-
rion procedure must be performed in each >iewton ite ra tion loo p. T he densit y an d 
properties are updated each tinw the block matrix is ·o h·ed. u -ing the updated rnri-
able - . T he thermodynamic p rope r ties were modeled accordi ng to \\'hite 21 . T he 
express ions used to model rnrying the rmodynamic propertie are g1Yen in ..\ppt>ndix 
D. 
At the surface ( .J =l ) a nd the o ut er edge or. in the ca·e of internal Ro\\', a t t he 
centerline f .J= \.J ) the block matrices are s t atement s of the boundary conditions. T he 
subroutine .\BTRIP l.) wa - u ·ed to -oh ·e the block tridiagonal mat rix. A detai[Pcl 
desc riptio n of the treatment o f the boundary co nditi o ns in the block matrix. is giH'n 
in Appendix C. 
-L 3 In t e rna l a n d External Flows 
The p ressure gradient is determined differently for external flows than for internal 
flow s. In the case of external fl ows . the boundary-layer flow is influenced by t he 
oute r tream which pro\·ides for equations :3 .20 to :3.22 to rep resen t a \\·ell posed 
problem. !:'or internal Rows . anot he r cons t ra int on the boundary-laye r Row must 
be u ed t o make the boundary-layer equations soh ·able. Fur the r discus ion and t he 
finite-d ifference repre entation of the boundary condition s is given in Appe ndix C. 
-1.3.0 .1 Externa l Flo w s The p ressure gradient for external flows can be 
calculated from the momentum. ene rgy and equation o [ st a te at the outer edge of the 
boundary layer . .-\. ny o ne o f the flow variables can be speci fied fro m the inviscid o uter 
flow . In C hapter :3 it is said that the p ressure gradient is imposed by t he in\·iscid flow 
field. T he idea \.,·as that enough info rmation must be supplied by t he outer flow field 
:n 
o permit the pre <;ure gradiPnt to be de ermined in the boundary laye r. 
For incompres·ible flows. the pre '-U fP gradient ran be expre -·~d in term · nf the 
edae \·elocity from the momentum Pquation. For rompre-.-.ible flow-.. one of the \·ari-
able 11 . p . p or T must be -.pe rilled. T he other th ree ntriable can 1he>n be> rnmpu1ed 
from the set of equation- con ·i -ting of the momen111m . ene rgy. and i-quarion of ,tare. 
The et of equation that Illli-t be :.oh·ed at the outer edge is ~i\·en in equation.., '.~ . " 
to 3.10 and the finite difference rep re·entation of iheir tran fo rmed \·er ion h !?;!\"en 
in . .\ ppendix C. 
-1 .3 .0. 2 In t e rnal F low Internal and ex ernal HO\\" problem · are po.;;ed dif-
fe ren tly. In the ca e of external fl ows information i pro\·ided b\· the oute r How to 
make the -ec of houn<lary-laye r equation:> soh·able. 
For interna l flow . generally on ly the bounda ry l'Ondition at the duct .,urface 
are known. The flow field to be analyzed hen extends from surface to surface. For 
the ·pecial case of axisymmetric flow . normal gradients rnu -1 vani -h a t the ct>n lf'rline 
t line of -ymmetry). Thi - information can be u eel to reduce the si mulated flowfield so 
it extends fro m the sur face to the centerline. The boundary conditions and equations 
to be .,oh·ed a t the centerline fo r axi ym met ric flow - are gi\·en in equa t ion :~. 21 to 
3.29. T he procedu re of computing the pre--ure aradient fo r internal flow · bear-
imi larity to the inverse ext ernal boundary- laye r procedure. where a const raint other 
than ou te r edge condit ion - mu t be u ed. For internal Rows. examples of .;;uch a 
constraint are that the mass fl ow rate is constant inside the channel. or for the 
pecific ca e of axisymmetr ic fl ow . that the \·elocity component perpendicular 10 the 
centerline is ze ro l. for axisymmetri c flows . equation - :3.21 to 3.29 are applicable 
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at the centerline. 
The p res·ure aradient is part the solution and must be determined .; imultane-
ou ly with the velocitie . .-\ ·traightforward and proper app roach would be to add 
the equation of · tate to t he ·y · tem of equation~ to be solYed. However. thi is not 
necessarily desirable ·ince the block ize of t he block tridiagonal ·.ntPlll i-> increa~"'d 
by one . .-\ s i mentioned by Truman et al. ·24. the computational effort to -.oln:· 
a ·y tem of equation · is proportional to cube of the block size. Truman et. al 2~ 
and Hornbeck 2.) pre ent a generalized met hod for the pre ·sure gradient calculation 
which is applicable to all parabolic :.cheme ha,·ing a scalar ,·ariable which i · con· 
·tant acro·s the flo\, .. The pres ·ure is treated as a scalar unknown at each grid point. 
T his way. one ex t ra ,·ari ab le is added to the prob lem. and the nece sary additional 
equation is that of the additional con::. traint of the internal flow case le.g .. mass flo\\·. 
ze ro centerline ,·elocity ). \\'ith th is approac h. use of the very popular a nd efficien t 
block tridiagonal s tructure of t he coefficient matrix is no longe r possible. · pecia.lized 
form s o f Truman et al. ·s -24 p rocedure ha,·e been utilized by ot her authors. avoiding 
the ,·iolation of the block_ tridiagonal st ructure _l . 
If the tridiagonal coeff Pfit matrix is to be used to determine the pressure g;ra· 
client. the scalar constrai nt necessary to find the pre sure must be uncoupled from 
the res t of the finite-diffe rence equat ions. This app roach has been u eel succe sfu ll.r 
by other authors 26. and is used in th is ·tudy . .-\ secant procedure is used wh ich 
force the pressure gradient to the value corresponding to the cor rect mass Aow rate 
o r zero ce nt e rli ne \·elocitv. :\lathematically ·peaking. this is exp ressed a : 
Zero centerline \·eloc iry: 
:\ l a s flow cons traint for internal flow with no surface penetratio n: 
Jc 
r ip fr ~,/ \ · ~ pud.-l = 0 
CT i·Jt .(' _ 
I -t. l -1 l 
where CT is the control rnlume and C S is the ·urface o f the cont ro l \·olume. 
Both the mass flow cons traint and the zero centerline velocity we re used as ::. ralar 
con traint s in the present analy- is. 
5. RES U LTS OF THE BO UN DARY-LAYER AL GORITHl\II 
This chapter presents the re -ult s of tPstcasp· computed using the boun<lary- layer 
al~orithrn. The testca ·e- were selt>cted ba·r>d on the arnilability of ·olutions hy othPr 
in\·ec;;ti!?;ators fo r purposes of comparison. but al -o an attempt wa made to ~olve 
prohlem · which ha\·e not pre\·iously been computed u 1ng the full ·et of houn dary-
layer eL{uation -. 
Preliminary testcases \\"hich a re not di rus ed in detail here included the incom-
pre sible Aow o\·er a Hat plate. \ \"hen the con ,·entional C'artesain grid was used. the 
leading edge ·ingularity cau e<l poor correspondence to the Blasius solution near the 
leading edg;e. even though gridpoint - were cluste red near the singularity. Further 
downstream (about _Q ~ridpoint s ) the Blasius :,olu tion was recovered. [f the Bla-
sius (a grid corresponding co equation 3.1 ) grid was used in conjunction with an 
iterati\·e procedu re to re move the leadin<T edge singularity. the Blasius olution was 
obtained ri 17ht at the leading edge. Other testcase- included the flow O\·er a cylinder 
where good agreement was found with the olution gi \·en in chlichting 14. Also 
investigated were the steady compres ib le fl ow over a flat plate and good agreement 
was obsen·ed with the result given by \'an Driest 6' . 
For external flows. the case of an infinite oscillating flat plate [ to ke" ·econd 
problem l i analyzed to \·erify the co rrectne s of the unsteady boundary-layer alo-o-
Ti 
rithm formulation . The case of a -uddenly accelerated flat plate was analyzed u ·in2: 
a Cartesian grid and a general grid (equation :3.C ) allowing for nonparallel gridlines 
in the s treamwi -e direction. The motivation for us ing a more general formulation 
of the conser.-ation equations ( rransformed coordinate ) was to demo nstrate po,s ible 
adrnntage - as·ociated with different types of grid . ' teady and uns teady in1ernal 
flows are analyzed. Steady developing flows are computed to tes t I ht> int e rnal flo,,· 
solution procedure. 
The uns teady internal fl o ws analyzed are compared to the result s of im·es t igat o rs 
who d id not sol•;e the problem using t he full set o f boundary-layer equati ons . a!< 
,,·as done to o btain the p re ent result -. [ t is not rertain whether or no t pre\·io u 
ill\·es tigator s have solved the full set of boundary-layer equation s fo r uns teady internal 
flow . but no re -ults have been found in the literal ure to elate. 
5.1 Infinite Osci llat ing F la t Plate 
In t hi s ection we will be concerned with periodic di ·turbances imposed on a fluid 
o t herwise at rest. Such di s turbance creat e oscillations in the fluid and the e ffect o f 
visco it y pre\·ent s the res po nse o f the fluid from being zero . I ns tead it causes t he 
res ponse to be oscillato ry and pe riodic. O ne class of problem in fluid mechanic 
that involve periodic phenomena is flutter. These problems inYolve the coupling of 
the natural frequencies of the -olid and the fluid. The problem in \·estigated here 
is generated t hrough imposed dis turbances of known amplitude and frequency by 
the o ·ci ll ation of an infinite flat plate in a fluid initially at res t. This problem is 
commonly known as 'toke's second p rob lem as is di scussed in detail by Schlicht in g 
1-1 and Telionis .. ( 
'ince the problem i - that o f an infinite flat plate. the s treamwise deri,·ati,·e te rm:-
1n the \"avier- ~ toke - equations are equal to zero. The continuity equatio n PXpre.;; e-; 
that there i- no ,·ertical velocity component 1n the flow field. Thus . nwi n!!; to 1 he 
infinite extent of the problem in the horizontal direction . the momencum equatio n 
fully de cribes the posed problem. [ f the \"avier-St o ke equatio ns are ,; implified ac· 
cordingly. the incompres ible problem reduces to: 
-) 
Du t i- u 
l
•) f = I I -:--:) 
1)y -
and the motion o f the plat e i - assumed to be gi,·en by: 
11 ( 0. I J = U tc cos..,,· l 
l ·J. l I 
l .j. :2 ) 
where U te is equal to the max imum plate ,·elocity. Equation .j .l is the exact governing 
equation of the flow under in\·es tigation. The simplificatio ns of the \'a,·ier- ' to ke ::-
equations are merely based on the problem ,; tatement. ~onetheless . the boundary-
layer equations ( 3.:21 ) also reduce to equation ( .j .l ) up o n eliminating -treamw1se 
The analytical solution t o t he problem po e el by equations .).1 and .) .:? i 
( .).3 ) 
1nce. due to the infinite extent of the domain o f interes t. there is no marching or 
predominant flow direction associated with the fluid motion . it proved to be nece ary 
to e li minate terms in the equations containinu streamwise derivati\·es . Thus . the 
solution was not marched in space to a cert ain point as is the usual procedure for the 
boundary-layer equations . The problem governed by equation 5.1 is elliptic in space 
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and parabo lic in r.ime. The flow had to be computed -;i m ultaneously at each time 
s tep and the solution had to be ad\·anced in time based o n the previous time -;tep . 
The newly developed boundary-layer a lgorithm was used to compute t he flow. T he 
problem was approached by initiating the motion o f the plate from res t a · foll ows : 
t 0: rdy . t) = 0 -: y 0 
0: 1t( O. ll =Utt· in . .i.;l. 1dy - x. t) = 0 
Ute was set equal to the referen ce \·elocity u0 . The solution to equations -1.-1 will 
e\·entually become periodic and lag the solution gi\·en by equations ).:3 by 90 . 
The Reynolds number. Re = u~fg L. \\·as 20 .. 1. The reference lengt h L used was 
l.O. The nondimensional grid ·pacing acros· the boundary layer was 0.000:31-1 . and 
the number o f grid points used was I.). The frequen cy o f the oscillation was 1.0 H :: 
and L20 time s teps were used per o cillation period. 
Figure .).1 shows the velocity profile after the first completed oscillat ion cycle 
of the flow. The flow reaches a. periodic ,-elocity profile after about ten oscillations . 
Figure .').:? shows the velocity profile after ten o cillation periods along with t he the 
exact solution. There are small discrepancies between the numeri cal and the anal~-t­
ical ·olution. ' mall discrepancie for the same case were also reported by Kwon -- .-
who held the finite extent oft he computational domain re ponsible. The approach in 
the present solution procedure takes into account the infinite extent of t he domain in 
the horizontal direction. The extent of the boundary layer it self is modeled as being 
finite. 
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The case of an infinite osci llating flat plate with boundary conditions caus ing 
compressibility effects to become significant was a lso a.nalyzed. The velocity profile · 
after ten c\·cles are shown for relati\·e plate temperatures of ~ of O. ,_ a nd l.2 in · 10 
Figures .) .3 and .).-l respecti\'ely. The relati\·e plate temperatures are based on the 
free st ream tempe rature ( .)2.) ~ R ) as the reference temperature . . ·inre the Rnid mod-
eled was air. a thickening of the boundary layer with increasing temperature \\·as 
expected . and the oppo ite effect was anticipated fo r a decreasing plate temperature. 
These trends are shown in figure s 5.3 and 5.-l. The ·ame case with different plate 
temperatures was also computed by (~won u . who demon trated ahout the -:ame 
<le(J'ree of agreement. 
5.2 Sudd enly A ccele rated Fla t Pla te 
The s ubject of this case is the boundary layer ove r a semi-infinite flat plate 
111 a motionless fluid which is st arted impulsi•·ely from rest . At tention is confined 
to a regio n sufficiently far downstream from the leading edge where t he first orde r 
boundary-layer equations are applicable. 
The problem was solved for both compressible and incompressible fl.ow. The 
results are shown in Figu res.) .. ) and .J.6. T he s udden acceleration of the semi-infinite 
flat plate was modeled by increasing the nondimensional free stream velocity from 
0.0 at lo = 0 to lie = 1.0 at t 0 - .:l t. .\ uniform \·elocity profile and freestream 
conditions we re imposed at the leading edge. The unit Reyno lds number was 100.000 
(co rresponding to a \.l ach number of 0.00.f) for the incompressible case . The results 
shown we re obtained at 0 marching steps from the leading edge. where the effects 
of the leading edge singularity we re found to be small. In the \·ertical direction. I.) 
grid points were used. The nondimen ional time step used rn rre ponded to ~ 1 = 0. L. 
f or the firt time $tep it was found neces ary to 5et the pressure aradient term 
in the momentum P.quation equal the unsteady term: 
This was necessary to balance the terms in the momentum equation. Thi term 
has a nonzero rnlue at the fir t time · tep only. It is equal to zero fo r all following 
time · teps. Thi adjustment of rhe pre· ure gradient during the first time ·tep was 
belie,·ed to be acceptable s ince a suddenly accelerated A.0\1· is nonphy. ical. 
f l l h . . h h . bl ll -t . . . rom tie re u t s s own 1t 1s apparent t at t e ,·aria e r = -f- 1s impor tant 1n 
the description of the flow. If;- is large . the Row approache · the Blasiu · A.ow past 
a semi-infinite A.at plate. On the other hand. if r is small the A.ow corre pond to 
Rayleigh's second problem :1.f. which is the flow o\·er a ·uddenly accele rated infinite 
A.at plate. Both type of A.ow are parabolic in nature with the parabolic ,·ariables 
being x and t. After the ·emi-infinite Rat plate is · tarted from rest at the ins tant 
l = 0. points downstream·of the the point .r = ue:f a re not influenced by the fact that 
the plate has a leading edae. Dis turbances travel at a speed corresponding ro that 
of the maximum speed in the boundary layer. which is that of the plate. Therefore. 
fo r r u1t . a solution independent of x . that is . the class ical Rayleigh sol u tion is 
,·alid. Because the position of the transition region between Blasius and Ray leigh 
flows depends on r. the Blasius A.ow will dominate an increasing part of the flat plate 
as time proceeds. 
When a Blasius (equation -l.l) g rid is used. the solution at small r is clo er 
to the Rayleigh olution than when a simple Cartesian grid is used. The Blasius 
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solution i approached at large - by the solution for both ~rid . For rhe carre.;1an 
grid. approximately 1·'30 minute of C' Pt" -t ime were needed on an A pollo 0\-ViOO 
workstatio n. T he C P[ time needed with the Blasi us grid was ·ign ifiranrly les· rhan 
for the C artesian grid. The avings are due to t he decrea:>ed number of \ e\\·ton 
iterations needed. The -olutio n changes le s along constant '/ line - than i" nn' fo r 
the C'arte ·ian grid . hence. a better firs t guess for the variables in the .\e\\·to n it eration 
was possible. The C'Pl- time sa\·ings due to the use of the g rid amo u n ted ro abnut a 
factor of two. and became more significant as the compre sibility e ffect s inc rea ·ed. 
The suddenly accelerated ·emi-infinite Rat plate problem for t he in compre ·ible 
ca_e was also st udied by Hall ·.') _,but use was made _of the s imilarity solution of t he 
boundary-layer equations to obt ain t he -olution a t the leading ed ,ge . The p roblem 
was a lso ·ol\·ed at Jin~ == 0.-! for plate temperatures o f l. 2. :3. and -l time the 
temperature of rhe surrounding . The computatio nal re ult s u ing a Blasius grid are 
shown in Figure .). ti. Plate temperatures higher than 2 req ui red that a nonuniform 
temperature p rofile be used at the leadin.g edge. A seco nd degree po lynomial was fit 
t hrourrh the firs t 6 points abo\·e t he plate. For large values of r . t he solution matches 
that obtained by Van Dries t 6. For mall rnlue- of r. no data were found in t he 
literature for purposes of compariso n . At a plate temperature o f about -L t he ·o lutio n 
was obt ained about three times as fas t on a Blasius grid than on a Cartesian grid. 
5 .3 Suddenly Accelerated Pipe Flow 
This test case consists of an acceleration of an incompressible fluid due to a 
suddenly imposed pressure gradient. For t <O t he air in a circular pipe of infinite 
length is at res t. At t = 0 a pressure gradient which is constant in time berrins acting 
inside t he pipe. Because the problem is specified as infini t e in the x- o r marching 
d irection. some of the same a ra-ument s as for the infinite oscillat ing flat plate apply. [t 
is reasonable to ne.a-lect the -trearnwi e con,·ecti,·e terms si ncP 1 he continuity equation 
o nly expresses the fact fact that io is zero e\·erywhe re. 
White 21 · point s out that the momentum equation - fo r thi ca-e co rre:- ponds 
to the heat equation with a -ource term represented by the pres ure gradient. T he 
-ource term represents a uniformly distributed heat source. 
The flow is modeled as incompre sible. and thus the energy equation wa- nor 
solved. The flow is axisymmetric and it is thus po-sible to extend the computational 
domain to the pipe cen terline using symmetry bounda ry conditions. The nondimen-
sional pipe radius was 0.03 and the computational domain contained .jL eq uispaced 
g rid points . The imposed no ndimensional pre s ure gradient was 10 - L~ . and the 
Reynolds number ba ed on the unit length was 10. 000. The solution is advanced in 
time based on the solution of the previous time -tep. In ·pace. t he problem is elliptic 
in the radi a l di rection. The same solution procedure as for the osci llating infini t e flat 
plate case \•.:as used. 
The result s of the present analysis are shown toget her with t he analytical solu -
tion by Szymanski :21 in Figure .) .I. \'er y good agreement between the t wo solution 
procedures is demonstrated. Afte r the impulsive s t a rt of the pressu re gradient the 
fluid will begin to mo\·e under the influence of ,·iscous and ine rti a forces and the ,·eloc-
ity profile will asymptotically a pproach t he parabolic di s tri but ion in Hagen-Poise uille 
flow. The centerline velocity reaches 99 C7( of it s final value at a nondime nsional time 
o f approximately 4 = 1.0. which for the pipe used in the present analysis would be 
a-
about 227 seconds for water and about 2 seconds for air. 
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5."1 The rm ally and H y dro dy nami cally D evelo ping Inter nal Flo w 
[n this section h:-.·drodynamically and thermally dneloping flow a re considered 
fo r both two-dimensional channel and pipe fl.ow . 
\ \ .hen a · tream of fl uid enter the inlet from a large reserrnir. the velociry distri-
bution can be approximated as being uniform. In fact. experimenter · ha\"!'.~ ..:;omerime=-
used bellmouth ·haped ent rance to better ·imulat e a uniform inlet \·elocity "2 1..: . The 
real flo w. howe\·er. i elliptic and the velocity profile begins to form ahead of the inlet 
in order to satisfy the no-slip condition without discontinuities in the spatial \·elocity 
derivati\·es. O b\·iousl:·. the complexity of the fl.ow modeling i=- greatly increased if 
this effect i to be considered. The uniform inlet n:-locit:· profile assumption is used 
for all case · described in thi· chapter. 
Owi ng to vi cou- fri ct io n. boundary layers will be formed on both walls and their 
width will increase in the dov.·n tream di rection. At · mall <li tance nea r rhe inlet. thf' 
boundary layers grow the same way as they would alonu a fl.at plate at zero incidence . 
. ince for all internal steady as well as for unsteady incompressible internal fl.ow · . the 
integral of pu over each cross section must be the same . the decrease of t he mas · A.ow 
near the \\·all due to friction must be compensated by a co rresponding increase near 
the center if the channel cross section remain s constant. For unsteady compressible 
flows . the accumulation o f mass due to the time rate of change of the density mu t 
also be taken into account. The boundary layer is formed under the influence of an 
accelerated external flow. At larger distances from the inlet. the two boundary layer 
gradually merge into each other to form a parabolic fully developed velocity profile. 
T he boundary-layer equations can be used to a reasonable degree of accuracy to model 
developing flows )5. although Van Dyke )9) points out that the fi rst o rder bounda ry · 
.j i 
layer equations a re o nly applicable to ent ry flows with high Rey nold - number. Thus . 
the boundary-layer model becomes increas ingl y approximate as the Reynold- number 
oft he fl o \,. decreases. 
For example. one of the int e rest in~ flow characteri stics that rnnnot be re ·o h·ed 
by the first o rder boundary-layer equations. b ur is ob·erved in t he solution o f the full 
.\avier-Stokes equations is that of ,·elocity overshoots ·:rn:. The solution of the fu ll 
\"axier-.' tokes equations shows a lorn! min ima a t the centerline and axisymmetrically 
located maxima o n e i t her side o f the centerline. The ,-elocity profile o ,·ers hoot s are 
mo re pronounced fo r low Reynold number flow . [n addition. the fl ow de,·elo pment 
gi,·en by the boundary-layer olut ion depend- o nly on the non-dimensio nal parameter 
7JH; which is not the case fo r the -olution of the fu ll .\ a,·ier-. 'tokes equations. 
' teady. incompressible. hydrodynamically developing flows were in\'e tigated fo r 
a channel and a pipe . and the res ult - of the a naly ·is were in good agreement with the 
boundary-layer ·olut ions o f Bodoia and Osterle 31 and Liu 32 . whose resu lt s are 
shown along \\·ith the re ult s of the present analys is in figures.) . and .) .10. respec-
t i,·ely. figu re -5 .9 hows velocity profiles of t he developi ng flow. For t he channel and 
pipe Row . 30 equi spaced gridpoints in the vertical direct io n pro,·ed to be ufficient. 
In the the axial direc t ion. a nondimensio nal grid spacing of R~D = 0 .00.5 proved to 
be sufficient near the inlet. Beyond t he inlet. a s tretching o f the grid in the axial 
direc t ion was al o used. 
r ing t he newly de,·eloped boundary- layer solution algorithm fo r internal flows . 
t hermally develop ing fl ows with ,·arying propertie were analyzed fo r pipes . Figure 
.5. 1 i display - the res ult s o btained in the present analysis toge t her with the results 
obtained by B ankston and :\ [cEligot )'.3:. For this case. the fl.ow is assumed to be 
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hydrodynamically fully de,·eloped before entering a heated pipe ect ion. The ~ l ight 
disc repancies a re pre5u med to be cau ·ed by the difference in the thermodynamic 
property modeling , and . although to ales er degree . by the fact that a different nu-
merical approach was used by Bankston and \ [c£ligot :3:3 . The authors modeled 
thermodynamic properties using the power law. whereas ."utherland"s law i - used in 
the pre·ent analysis. In their work Bankston and \ [c Eligot used a cheme clo~ <."ly 
related to that of Patankar and ' palding ::3-1. ·. The continuity and momentum equa-
tion were soh·ed coupled. and the energy equation was soh ·ed iterati\·ely. Ba.nksto n 
and \IcEligot report that the power law used for the property ernluation i onh· 
accu rat e to within ._ '( fr o m L 0 - 2200 R. The wall tempera! ures achie\·ed for the 
te ·t case based on hydrodynamically fully de\·eloped Row entering the heated pipe 
section reach a maximum of about 9000 R. 
The simultaneously de,·eloping entry problem was also investigated and the 
pre ent re· ults are given in figure .).12 togethe r with the results of Bankston and 
\IcELigot _:n_. Good agreement is found with t heir results. 
Several authors _3.S,. _:36_ have investigated the transient heat transfe r for lam-
inar A.ow inside a pipe following a step change in the wall temperature o r heat Aux 
using analytical approaches. C hen et al. 31, present a numerical marching proce-
dure based on the linear energy equation . neglecting the effects of dissipatio n and 
s treamwise con,·ection. \\:hen entering the heated pipe section. Row is assumed to be 
hydrodynamically fully lle \·eloped and the velocity profile is assumed to be co nstant 
as com·ection heat trans fer takes place into the fluid. 
In the present approach . the complete set of boundary-layer equations is solved 
for the case of a hydrodynami cally fully developed flow entering a p ipe section expe-
riencing a sudden change in the wall heat Rux. The nondimensional (tuantitie· used 
in the analysis are defined as: 
Q- 'f!:T .r = .r 
l l 
•l Rr: Pr 
fx l /.I ~ ,, - Pr 
The Reynolds number is based on the mean \·eloci ty and the ptpt' d iamete r 
(2 -< 11). The Reynold- numbe r was ._ OO . and the fluid propertie - at t he inlet \\·erP 
evaluated at .)2.5 R. It was found necessary to use a rather fine grid to properly re:;oh·e 
gradients as ·ociated with the un ·teadines of the problem. [n o rder to model a pipe 
of nondimensional length .r"=l.0 under thee Row conditions . it was found nece sary 
to use a pipe length to radius ratio of YiO . The number of gridpoint · u.-ed wa· I .SO 
g ri d points in the marching direction and 100 in the radial direct ion . . ·t retch ing 
\\"aS e mployed in the marching direction and equispaud grid points \\"ere nsecl in the 
radial tlirection. In o rder to in\·estigate the effects of de n ity and property change 
o n the solution. heat ftux le\·els of Q- = 0 .. 5 and 0.0.5 were simulated . Vnrying time 
steps wer:e used in the Row ·imulatio n . .-\time s tep of ~t"' = i.o-:3 wa· used from 
t""' = 0.0 to O .. s. T hen. the ti me step was increased by a fact or of 2 when tx = l.O 
and 1. .). Aft e r t"' reached 2 .. ) . ~("' wa kept cons tant at 0.02. A pproximately --lOOO 
minutes CPl- time we re needed o n an .-\polio D\-10000 work tation to ad1.:ance t he 
·olution to (" = -L.S. 
The results of the analysis are shown in Figures .).13 and .).1-! togethe r with t he 
result s of C hen et a l. _31:. For the low heat flux case . the ag reement between C hen 
et al.·s ·31 and the present resu lts is better than fo r the hirrh heat ftux case. [ t is 
also observed t hat for a hirrher heat flux . the flow develops faster. 
The highe r temperatures near the pipe su rface associated with higher heat Rux 
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.,,-alues have the effec t o f increasing t he ,-iscosity and conducti\·ity. Reducing the d en-
sitv causes an increase in the \-eloc itv. The increase in ,-iscosit\- and ,·elocitv gradients ., . .. .. .. 
near the wall ha,-e l he e ffect o ( increas ing the diffu sion o f moment um towards the 
center region of the pipe. W it h the tr ansport of momentum. high tf'mperature fluid 
is diffused towards the center of t he pipe. The hi!?her conducti,·ity of the hot air a l -o 
has t he effect of increasi ng the tempe rature in the center region of the pipe. Bot h the 
diffusion of momentum and co nduction o f heat in t he fluid tend to dec rea ·e gradient" 
in the flowfield . fu r t he ring the develo p me nt to s teady Row. As a result. the combined 
property and density change · accele rate the de,-elopment o f the A.ow to steady s tat e 
profiles. It is in o rder to remark that . ~eneral ly. it i not expected that comp re ·sible 
flows \\' ith property changes accoun ted fo r ,1-i ll e\-er reach a the rmally fully de\·eloped 
· t ate. _..\ fu lly de,-eloped \-elocity pro fil e wil l ne\-e r be reac hed in compressible flo ws. 
it is <Te nera lly not expected that the rmally fully de,-eloped Row co uld be reached 1n 
compressible flows . bu t a fully de,.-e[o ped veloci ty profile \\'ill neve r be reached. 
It should be noted that the treatme nt of C hen et al. as 1n~ll as the present 
analysis did not co ns ider axial conduction e ffect s which might become impor tant for 
small x .., ·s . Howe\·er. axial conduction co uld no t be modeled using t he boundary- layer 
app roach . 
It is co ncluded r ha t t he close ag reement between C' he n et al.'s -31: results and 
the present. re sults fo r the low heat Aux case ( F igu res 5.13 and .).1-1 ) derno ns t ra te 
t he suffic ie n cy of t he simplified a p proach taken by Chen et al. On t he other hand . 
if the t he fl ow exhi bits ign ifican t compressib ilit y e ffect s . the flow development m us t 
be a nalyzed u -ing a mod e l taking t hese e ffect s into accoun t- This is done in t he 
present sche m e since it is based on t he fu ll bounda ry-layer fo rm of t he conse rvat io n 
62 
equation 
5.5 Startup of La m ina r Pipe F low 
T he fi rs t so lution to the class of Aows tle ·cribed as ·rartup Rows wa · !!;l \"C' n h\· 
"znnans ki :21 . The zy manski ~o l ut i o n de~c ribe:; i he Row due to an imp1d,,i\·ely 
impo eel con ·tant p ressu re gradien t . Thi type of tlow is described in more detail 
t?arlier in hi;; chapter. By ne~lect ing ,,1 rearnwi e rle ri\·arin:. and impo .. ing a fixed 
pre ·urP gradient . .. zymanski did not account for po ·sible ent rance effect-.. 
The rn e of t ransient flo w in a finite pipt> "ubject o a constant total head and 
fixed out let pre.-:;u re was computed u ing the bounda ry-layer finite-difference .;cheme 
deYeloped in t he p re·e nr .. t udy. T he tran:.ient i::. initialized by the sudden r)pening; of 
a nlh·t> located at t he end of the pipe. O ne pos ·ible Row ·y·tem for t hi · iype of Row 
i,, shown in Figure .).15. 
T he tran ·ient fl ow corre ·ponding to Fi ~u re .). l .) was analyzed by D.R. Otis :3 
and .\ nders .. on and h.ri·toffe rc::en :rn. -1.0. Oti · realized the importance of what he 
called 1 he -.ta rt up pa rameter. 
.\! 
Andersson a nd Kri stoffer en noti ced that :\L i the ratio of the time scale for 
fl ow es tabl ishment in t he ~zyman ki ·olution. repre ·enti ng the rat io of the t ime cale 
fo r cro s- ·tream diffusion to t he typical time ·cale fo r st reamwise convection. O t i 
obta ined an ap prox.imate ·olution to the problem si nce he used the boundary-layer 
equations bu t neglected streamwise con\·ection . .-\ more exact solu tion wa · ob tained 
Reserrni r 
H 
D 
- '-
L---
Figure ?). Vi: r n ·teady pipe A.O\\' configu ration 
by Ander son and Kristoffer_i:•n . who ·oh·ed the \a\·ier- "tokes equation · fo r ax.i~ym -
metric A.ow - . 
When rhe problem of a sudde nly opened \·aJn .. in rhe A.ow y 1em dep icted in 
Figure .). L-5 i computed usi ng the present boundary-layer procedure . an iterntin" 
procedure is needed to fi nd t he proper uniform inlet condition that \\·ill pro\·ide the 
·pecified o,·erall pre ·ure drop at each time ~ tep. That is. he O\·erall con ·rraint u ed 
to find the pipe inlet condition i· that only part of t he fixed total pre ·sure head i 
available to push the fluid through the pipe. This press ure drop is the differencP 
between the pre-sure at the inlet and exit of the pipe (at mo pheric pre sure ) and i 
given by: 
where o 0 is the kinetic energy correction facto r wh ich is equal to 1.0 fo r uniform flow. 
Fir ·t. an es timate of the inlet velocitie wa made. from which the total pre. ure 
6-l 
drop throuuh the pipe 1s found from equation .).6. The solut ion i- then marched 
through the entire computational domain with the ~uessed \·elocitie as inlet bound· 
ary conditions. The total press ure drop computed by the boundary-layer algorithm 
must match the pres ure d rop computed from equat[on .) .6. ff t he two independen tly 
obtained pressure drops do not match. thi s procedure mu.;r he repeated for another 
estimate of the pipe inlet \·elocity . ...\. secant method is then used to update rhe 
inlet velocity to force the total prenHe drop to be equal to that calculated from 
Bernoulli':. equation !equation .) .6 ). [n the ~ecant procedure. the olution mu t be 
marched from the inlet to the end of the pipe each time a new rnlue of the inlet 
,·elocity is obtained. The secant procedure converged in two to fo ur -ecant iteration . 
depending on how clo·e the solution was to ·teady state. Throughout this analy ·i-. 
a uniform inlet ,·elocity p rofile was as urned. 
The first impulsi\'ely started pipe fio,,· case investigated in thi s ·tudy \\·as pre-
,·iou ly computed by Andersson and Kristoffersen :rn. using numerical so lution· to 
the full :'\a,·ier- . ' tokes equations. The startup parameter .\[ wa 3, .2 .) \\·ith a pipe 
2.).-l m long and 0.0:) m io diameter. The corresponding head H was 0 . . 2 m and the 
fluid u ed was water. The flow was modeled as incompre sible and the propertie · 
and temperature - were held con · tant. 
for the cases rnmputed. -100 gridpoi nt · were used in the marching direction and 
60 points we re used in the radial direction . Further grid refinement in the radial and 
axial direction had no effect on the so lution. ' tretching was employed in the axial 
direction and equispaced gr1dpoints we re used in the radial direction. 
Figure .1.16 shows shows the results of the present calculat ion together with the 
result - of Andersson and I~r istoffersen and the analytical solution of Szymanski 21 . 
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The results we re calculated up rot~ = 0.00 _ using _Q equal time s tep - after initiation 
of the flow. ,,-he re("' =~ ·.--\ nondimen ·ional time {" = 0.00 . co rres pond to a time 
11 -
of .)s. The result.:; agree well with the results of .--\nders ·on and Kristoffe r en -!O. The 
acceleration of the Row was nearly constant. and close agreement to t he Szyman -ki 
solution 21 is found in the early stage afte r the ntln· o pening. Ande rsson and 
K ri s toffer en note tnar for the case cliscu eel it was not pos-ib le to ad\·ance the 
solution in time until steady s tate hecause t he pipe was not long enough so tile A.ow 
could become fully de\·eloped. The s tartup paramete r should be less t han about Q .. ) 
to keep the entrance length shorte r than the pipe length. Experimen tal im·esrigator· 
-11 found that the flow became turbulent before s teady s tate ,,-as reached. 
\ "elocity profiles at different times after the -tartup o f the Row a re sho wn 1n 
Figure .) .11 for ~[ = :3, .:2.). The calculations for Figure .). 11 a re based on the same 
Row parameters. The present boundary layer re ults are \·ery close to the \ a \·ier-
' tokes re ·ult s by Andersson and ['ristoffe rsen _40 •. Experimental in\·estigato rs -l-1 
found the flow to become turbulent after 4.:2s t t"' = 0.008 corresponds to a time o f 
5s ). The flow has a near!): cons tant accele ration . and t he velocity profiles a re far from 
fully de\·eloped. [nitially. the agreement ,,·ith the 'zyrnanski solution is ve ry good. 
but the deviations become g reate r with increasing time afte r s ta rtup of the Row. 
The next investigation of impulsive ly started pipe flow concerns the t ime hi sto ries 
of the mean velocities. In order to compare the results with those of Andersso n and 
Kris toffersen -10 . . the following pa rameters were used: 
l 9m 
10 
/11 
LI = 0.0:2~ 
p 
,.;-
J.·g 
l -
m:3 
The Row was simulated unti l /"' = J .2._ for different \·alue of .\I. Pipe dianH'Tf' r::. 
11 ... e<l fo r \ [ = 0.10· . . 0.21:3 and 0.2.~2 were 0.0.5 m and 1.0 m for \ [ = 0.:2 .10 and 
Q .. )0. This is in accordance with the analysi · hy Ander son and Kri ;:; toffe r,t>n. ThP 
corresponding head was calculated from f'quation .) . .J. \ ·arying time ~tep'> wf're ll~f'd 
in this analy -is. From t" = 0 to i.o -:3 ~t" \\"aS equal to i.o - -t. Then the imf' 
-;tep wa increa·ed by a factor of.) e\·ery 100 time step . until ~l"' wa;:, equal to 
0.01. .\bout:) minute_ C' Pl. time per time 'tep were needed on an Apollo 0\-lOOOO 
workstat ion. 
The mean ,·elocity profile \\·as ev<tluated at e\·ery time step and the re. 11lt :> 
are ·hown in F i,aure .). l ._ toge t he r wi t h the rf'sults of Ande rsson and Kri s 1 o ffe r~en. 
Cood agreemen t bet\\·een the ·olution of the \avier- -'to kes equation~ and the present 
boundary-layer algo rithm is demon ·trated. [ti ob en·ed that the ·ready .;;rare mean 
,·eJocity decrea es with inc reasing \ [. The ·teady state variation of the 1enterline 
\·elocity fo r .\1 = 0.108 is ·hown in Figure .).19. The re ·u!ts agree \·ery well with the 
re ult ob tained by Ander-·on and Kri toffersen -!O . 
In this Row problem. the pipe Reynolds number i a function of time. It increa~e 
as the flow develo ps after the the ,·ah·e at the end of the pipe i opened. The 
boundary-laye r solu tion is very clo·e to the olution of the . 'avie r- to ke equation · 
in all phases of the transient fo r all data available fo r compari son. The ·elution 
demonst rates t he applicabil ity of t he boundary-layer ·elution to t he low Reynold · 
number phases of the pipe flow analyzed. However. it · hould be mentioned that 
11 
the \"a\·ier- 'tokes solution by Andersson and Kristoffersen -10 was also based on a 
uniform \-elocity profile at the inlet o f the pipe which may ha\·e had some effect on t he 
flow de\·elopment they obsern~d. 't reamwise diffusion is expected to be important 
in the flow development during the low Reynolds number phase of the transient. 
- ·) 
' -
6. FORTIFIED N A.VIER- STOKES ALGORITHl'vI 
The \ a\·iPr· ' toke - equations and their ·implificd elliptic \·ersion,, a re o rdinarily 
-.oh·ed ·imultaneously o \·er t he entire flowfield by marching in time unti l .;tea<l_r 'ta IP 
i,, reac hed 1.) . This is demand ing in terms of C ·p 1 • time a nd co mputer memory 
s torag;e. The com putatio nal effort i · e pecially great in -, hea r -layer region' whe re grid 
refinement is nece ·ary. If t he complexity oft he problem to be sol \·ed i - iurrc>a:>ecl. a,. 
it is if heat tran sfe r is invoh·ed. the computari onal co::.t o f elliptic so h·ers beco me:- en'n 
la,rger. A p proximat ions to t he e llipti c ·o lver ha\·e been used in regions wht>re their 
ap plicabi lity is a -sured . For ~o rne types o f approximat ions. ·uch as the bo11n<lary -l ayPr 
equatio ns . the mathematical cha racter o f the gon• rning equations is al tered. wherea,, 
fo r o rher - . fo r example the thin -layer equation-. o nly fewe r te rms constitute the 
diffe re n ce l .j. Ideally. the fl o wfield i - ·imulated u· in!S the ·implest pos· ible equation 
which can be soh ·ed economically and yield accurate re ult -. The mo ·t famou s. hu t 
a l o mo·t re tricti\·e of rhe app roximations to the .\avier- -· roke equations are the firs t 
o rder boundary-layer equations. 1n regions where they are applicab le. a \·e ry good 
n.pproximation to the true flowfield is obtained much fa·t e r. cheaper. and eas ie r . 
[n\·est igato r· have taken ad\·antage o f the time and co t- sa\·ing characte ri tic 
of approximations to the :'-ia,·ier- tokes equations in pecific region oft he flowfield. 
War field and Laks hminarayana -t:2 u ed a zonal approach . where different re,gion · 
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were solv·ed separately and then patched to get he r at the grid interfaces. :-\ ·imilar 
approach was taken by \"apolitano -!3 as well as Schmatz and Hir shel H. The 
difficulty with such concept · is the increased complexity in treatin~ multiple ~olut i on 
zones and their interfaces . 
The present approach follO\\"S the p rocedu re de\·eloped by ,·an Dal -em and .·tegPr 
)2: . The idea is to force the ·olution from the elliptic sol,·er to a solut io n of a 
-implified set of equations ( the forcing so lution). The elliptic equations are ·wh·e<l in 
the entire flowfield an<l in regions whe re the s implified equations are applicable. the 
solution from the elliptic ·olver is forced to the -olution o f the ·implified equation · 
by means of forcing terms. T he moti,·ation for 1 hi approach is simplicity and that 
the gene rality of the elliptic solver as \\·ell some o f the efficiency of the si mplified 
equat ions is retained. In thi s ·tudy the A RC'2 D algor ithm developed by P ulliam l:3 
is used as the elliptic soh·er. and the boundary-layer equations are t he -impli fied set 
used to develop the fo rcing solution. 
6. 1 N avie r- Stokes and Thin-Laye r Equatio ns 
Each :'-rewton ian fl ow i completely desc ri bed by the .\avier-Sto ke equations. 
which allow fo r s ianal p ropagation in all direct ions throuah the effects of pressure 
and viscous diffusion. \ l athematically t his behavio r is desc ri bed as elliptic. Owina 
to the elli p t ic nature of the go\·erni ng equations. the ent ire flow field must be solved 
-imultaneously. T h is entails the need for large amounts of compute r s torage . but t he 
use of the full set of ~avie r- tokes equa ti o ns does not imply a ny limitations with 
respect to the type of flow analyzed . . ' ince . in addition to needing a lot of s torage 
and CPl7 time. t he .>i avier -Stokes equations are compli cated and ti me consuming to 
program. simplified \·ersions are often used. The simples t sub -et of the \av·ier- "to ke_ 
equations are the boundary-layer equations \\·hich ha\·e advantage in speed . - torage. 
and ease of programming. On the down side. physical limitations are impLied by the 
use of the boundary-layer equations · l-5. Howe,·er. the assumpt ions leading to the 
boundar.Y-layer equations can be more and more relaxed. ,,·ith the ~oal of app lying 
the ·imple- t model for a given flow without compromising great ac curacy. 
Order of magnitude arguments are made in the <leri,·ation of the boundary-layer 
equations from the :\ avier-Stokes equations. The same type of ar!'.Tument s can be used 
in the deri,·ation of t he thin-laye r equations. but in a le::.s ri gid manner l.). [n the 
thin-layer equations . ,-iscous terms containing derivati,·es with res pect to the direction 
approximately a long the body a re neglected l .j . All other terms are retained. Thus . 
the 1·iscou- s treamwise diffu s ion te rm s cannot play a role in the sig;nal pro pagation 
mechanism. 
The elliptic character o f the \a1·ier-S tokes equation - which can be attributed to 
the pressure field is retained for the thin-layer equati ons. Like the \avier- ·tokes equa-
tions. the thin-layer equation· are hyperbolic-parabolic in time. and usually ·oh·ed in 
a pseudotransient man ner to obtain the s teady s tate solut io n . The thin-l ayer equa-
tions in C artesian coordinates are gi 1·en below in equations 6. l. 6.2. 6.3 and 6. -l . They 
follow di rectly from equations 2.1 through 2A by applyi ng the thin-layer assu mption 
which stat es that effect s of diffus ion in the direction parallel or near paralle l to the 
body are negligible. 
Co ntinuity 
i9p opu EJpt· 
- ----= 0 
8t 8.r oy ( 6.1 ) 
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Op 
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ti t· Di· Di· np 
p--pu -.-- pt·-- = 
{It n.r dy Dy 
,.-} ifo 
-.. 111 -__ -) 
1ly d y 
D Dr 
-). ( /l -::;- ) 
I Y ny 
ilT ;-1T rJT 
Pep- - pcpu-.. - - pcpt' -. -l·_~Jt 'j ) 
r ip ;-1p ilp i~I dT il u ·) 
- - 11 - - l' - - -;::;- ( k -. - 1 - /d - ,-
1)! iJ.r ;·;y 1-i y d y , Jy i· .r '° y 
I 0. :2 1 
I ll. :3 l 
l I). -l I 
It is interes tin~ to ob ·e rve that the treamwise momen1um equation is the ;o; ame 
a- the moment um equat ion of the boundary-layt>r eqnations. The thin-layer app roxi-
mation can break down in re~ions of massi,·e flow .-eparation and in three-dimension-.. 
For example. near wall junctions. the cro·- deri,·ati,·e terms may bernme of equal 
magnitude relati ve to t he te rms retai ned in t he thin-layer approximation. 
6.2 Soluti on of the Thin-Laye r Equ at ions 
In thi ·ec tion t he derivat ion of the thin-layer equation· u ed by Pulliam t:3 in 
t he ARC2D code is outlined. The chief featu re of the method employed to soh«~ the 
t hin- layer equations used in A RC':2 D are indicated. 
The ,-a riables p. ti. and c and E are nondimensionali zed a follows. 
"' .r >< L .r I p Po 
ll .. ( ' 
ll 
Co 
(' Cu 
(" tr "' .E_ /l J-l o 
Re po L eo Jl o 
from this point on. the superscript * wi ll be dropped for simplicity . .\11 variables 
used to describe the for tificat ion algorit hm are implied to be nondimensional. 
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6.2 .1 Fo rm of the Gove rning Equations used in ARC 2D 
6.2.1.1 N avier-Stokes Equatio ns The nondimensional form of the \a\·ier-
Stokes equations in Cartesian coordinates on which the thin-layer equations used in 
ARC' 2D are based is a · follow : 
1~Q _ ,~1 £ _ i'.IF = _l ( ;7.~ t· _ ,·:1._Fc ) 
,Jt d.r i:Jy Re <1;r (Jy 
I 6 .. ) I 
where 
p pu j)l' 
-) 
Q = 
jJ U pu - - p ptll' 
£ - F - (6 .6) . . 
·) 
jJ t ' jJ ll (' pi·- - p 
E u( c - p) r (e- p ) 
0 0 
£ !' = 
T,r :r 
.Fi· = 
T.r y 
( 6. 1 ) 
T,ry Tyy 
f -t 94 
with 
r,r :r - ~ - - )_ 1-t ( Du . ai·) 3 8.r ~ /Jy ( 6.c) 
r.r:y µ (au _ or ) 
/Jy ox 
(6.9) 
'' 
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,, ( . ,-) (/ i I 1 ) 
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u T.r y - !'T !J y - p r I -. - L ) , .. 1 y IO. 12) 
p I :! 2 
-- - - p ( II - !' ) 
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A generalized coordinate trans format ion i-.. app lied accordin~ ro the p rocerl 11 rr 
~in~ n in 1.) . An ou tline of the coordinate tran ~ fo rmation is gJ\·en in Chapter .L 
Formally. no restriction is impo-ed on rhe gri<l. 
The t ran formed :\a,·ie r- ··tokes equations are: 
_ao_. _ ,_JE _ _ ._1F_ = _1 ( nEc _ ,JFc ) 
;)f at. i IT] Re ilf. ;-JI] I n.1-l l 
whe re for a fixed grid 
p p u p \ -
Q 
1 pC 1 puC - t.rp l pu t · - 11 .cP 
= - .£ = ] . F = -.] 
c ' .] pi i · - '7yP pi· pc - <...yP 
t 6. L.) I 
e f '( t - p ) t '(e - p) 
with C = t.ru - f.yc. \ . = '7:r:u - '!yr 
The ,·iscous flu x terms are: 
The stre -s te rms a re also transformed in terms of the~ and 17 deri,·ative 
r .r .r 
T.ry 
ryy 
f-! 
-I 
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6.2.2 Thin-La er Equation · in ARC 20 
I t). l 11 1 
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The idea of the thin-layer approximation i:> th<1t rhe n -cous deri,·atin·· in 1he 
direction alo ng or nearly along the body a re neg;li~ible. [n the generalized ronrdi-
nate transformat ion. t he thin-layer equa t ions a re obtained from the .\"a,·ier- toke.., 
equations (equation 6.1-1 ) by omitting the cleri,·ati,·e with respect tot in t h(" ,i ... -
cou::. term ·. The terms in the near no rmal clirertion will -till be properly rt" .. oh·r>d if 
-.ufficiently ·mall grid -pacinu i- u ·ed L.) . 
The thin-laye r equation:; in generalized coordinates are: 
where 
s 1 J 
nF 1 /3 5 
=--n,, Re ()17 
0 
( 6. '21 ) 
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with 
JI • 
m l = :
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6.2.3 l\Iet ho d o f So lu t ion o f t he Thin-Laye r Equations 
The method used in the .-\RC '10 program to soh·e the al~eb rai c equa tions i:. an 
Rlternating direction implicit AD l scheme which is second order acc urate in "f.> aCe 
and fi r t order in time. After linearizi ng. the finit e-difference form of the goH• rn ing; 
equations is rnst into a form .,,o that two block triclia~o nal mat rices must be ::;oh·ecl 
pe r time ·tep to ·oh·e fo f- all unkno"'n in the Aowfield. 
6 .2 .3.1 Linearizatio n a nd D e lta Form o f t he Governing Equations 
.-\ fter linearizing equa tion 6.:.?l. the \'f'Ctor of unknowns can be ·hown to become the 
differe nce of each unknown in the Q \·ector of equation 6.2 1 between the present time 
·tep and the previous t ime ·rep. The value· or the quantities in the Q \'eCtor a re 
found by summing all changes over all previous time ste ps . 
First order Euler implicit time differenc inlJ' is applied to equation 6.21 . wh ich 
then can be writ ten as: 
_o 
3£n - l 
on-1 - Q- n - .:iu 1 __ _ 
- Bt 
utn - l l osn-l 
- - I= 0 
iJry Rf , ..,T/ 
r 6 .21 1 
The Rux \·ectors £. F and Sare no nl inear functions of Q . .-\11 nonlinear tP rm s 
in equation 6. 21 are expanded about Qn by a Taylor erie ·uch t hat 
where 
pn - 1 
. - ,3 £ .-l - . . 
i1Q 
· at B =-. 
'1Q c 
. . . ., 
Fn - Bn .:iQn - Or .:i t - ) 
Rr:- 1 S 11 - J - 1 _i·r n .:i6 - Or .:it2 l . . 
and if = i.-J~' 
. -::10 
I. • 
are the Rux .Jacobian . 
( 6.2 ) 
If equation 6.2 is substituted into equat io n 6.21 . the delta form of the al~orirhm 
resu lt s: 
a.~ n af3n l a ( J[n) . -n 
I - ~t-.. - - ~t-.. - - .:it --.. - .:iQ 
i:I( ( lr1 Re f'/TJ J · 
( 
t; tn atn l 175 11 ) 
- .:it -- - -- - ---a~ i.117 Re <977 t 6 .:29 l 
[f centra l differe nces a re a p plied to equation 6.:29 . a r Jm t1J: · I\ rnri.r ·-1: ) • (lmr1:c · 
[\-max · -1: ) square banded matrix re·ults . .-\ It hough the matrix is sparse . it i more 
econom ical to use a di ffe re nt ap p roach leading to a solution procedu re requiring t he 
solu t ion of t wo block t ridiagonal matrices. 
The mos t com mon way to do thi s is to introduce approximate factorizat ion to 
the left hand ide of equation 6.29: 
·1 ' eAn ' ,7iJn ,, t a (_ifn) , ' Q·n - ....;,.l-- ...L ....;,. [ -- - _i t-- -- _;,. . 
· o( 077 Re 077 J ' 
' 1 
·) 
The last te rm on the ricrht hand -ide of equation 6.:30 is of t he orde r ( ~l )- and 
therefo re does not comp romise the accuracy of t he scheme. Hence. it can be neglect t>d. 
T he re ulting app roximately factored fo rm o f the ~overnin!!; equations i - : 
1 - ~t -· --- / - ~t-- - ~t-- - ~011 (J ~ Tl ,) fJ n l 1) ( _1.f II ) 
iH. r:=J 17 R,, Dry .J 
- ~l ( ,) £n - II ~11 - Rlt n,.~)~,·,n ) 
ilf. :117 
I 6.:31 1 
[ f central difference a re applied to equation 6.:31 . twu mp ucit block tri di agonal 
operato rs are rep resented .. .\ccording to the nature of .-\DI cheme . equation 6. '.H is 
-oh·ed in a :.equence of -\\·eeps in al te rnating directions. 
[f the nr t sweep is in the 17 d irec ti o n. the following system of equations must be 
soh·ed conseru ti \·ely fo r all 17 = constant lines. 
"i i n 
I - ~t '-· .~_ Q" 
nc. ( 
0£11 il f n 1 asn) - ~t -- - - - - --
"E. 1)17 Re 1]77 
( 6.:3:2 ) 
Then. the next ·weep is in t he E. d ire\tion. where the following system of equations 
i - solved line by line for a ll E. = constant lines: 
·73· n l ··1 \-f 11 ) c c . -n ,. [ - ~ t-- ~l- -_ ( - ~Q = 0 
i..117 Re 017 .J • 
(6.33 ) 
T his completes o ne time step. The elution vector Q mus t be updated ac co rdin g 
to : 
6.3 Fortification of Navier-Stokes and othe r Time l\/Ia r ching Al gorithm 
6.3 .0 .2 Concept The forcing concept requi re.:; that a ~olu ti on oft he boundary-
layer equations in the regio n to be fortified is arni lable. [n principle any ·olution to 
the prob lem under con ideration in the fortified region can be u ed as the fo rcin~ "0· 
lution . An arnilable :.J"a,·ier- 'tokes solution fo r a similar prob lem could al ·o be u.sed 
for the fortificatio n. Aft er linearization. the elliptic se t of equations ca n be \nit ten 
as: 
L Q = b ( 6.:) .1:) 
where L is a li near operato r . 
The main idea of the fo rti ficatio n is to add a forcing term to the right hand ·i<le 
of equation 6.1-1:: 
( 6.1.) ) 
whe re Q f is t he known so lution vector. In regio ns where the scheme is to be fortified. 
the rnlue of\_ is chosen to be large. whe reas in regions where the ell ip tic soh ·er i · ro 
resoh·e the flo wfield . \_ is se t to zero. If the so lu t io n from the fo rtified ell iptic ·oh.-er 
equals the pre \·ious ly obtained forci ng solution. the last term in equation 6.:3.') is zero . 
and the added forcing term does not influence t he solution obtained. If \ is not zero 
or \·ery large. the solution migh t have a differe nt meaning than intended. The fo rcing 
term cau~es the solution of the elliptic solve r to approach the fo rcing -olution. Thi· 
can be s hown by solving equa tion 6.3.') . 
\.\"hen \ is laro-e compa red to L. Q a pproache · Q J· the tar!$ et olu rion o f the 
fortification. [ tis in o rde r to mention that t hi s concep t is not limited to thP pu rp o ·f' 
of reaching the s teady s tate solution as fas t as pos -ible . It can also be used to obtain 
the -olution of a n unsteady Aow at any point in ti m e. al though local time accuracy 
is los t. 
6.3.0.3 Fortification o f ARC2D The ...\RC'2 0 algorirhm is fo rt ill.ed using 
the -elution of the boundary-laye r algorithm described a bo\·e. The implementatio n 
of the algo rithm for the ...\ D I ·cheme on which ARC':20 is based is pre ented. 
The re are many ways to add the forcing term to equation 6.:2 1. but the t run cat ion 
error mus t not become prohibit ively large. \ 'an Oalsem and . tege r ·12: point out that 
simply adding t he term ~t \ ( Q f - Qn ) to the right hand side of equation and adding 
the term ~l\ to eit her the fi r s t o r second left hand side \·ector. would represent 
a factorization error of \~t2 . ...\ facto ri zat ion error of the \ -1 ~l is caused if the 
fo rcing term is added as hown in the following de rirntion: 
Q
· n - 1 Q'n \ a £n -1 
- - ....i l ( - 8-(- ( 6.:31) 
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6 .-l R esults of the For t ified Algori t hm 
! 6.:3 I 
The fortification concept of \"an Dalsem and Steger · 12 was applied to the thin-
layer aJaori t hm described earlier. The main purpo ·e oft he fo rtification is to permit 
approximate ::::olutions to he used in the overall :..ravier-Sto kes o r th in-layer algorithm. 
' ince the approximate se{s of equations are generally on ly applicable in part · o f rhe 
flow-field. the elliptic algorithm must resolve t he othe r parts of the flow. The main 
motivation for the fortification of elliptic solvers i to achieve accelerated conve rgence 
to steady s tate. This feature of the fortified algorithm was tested using the flow ove r 
a flat plate as a testcase. 
The flow was analyzed for a Reyno lds number o f 106 and a :\[ach number of 
0. -L The computational arid used was 101 < 61. The solutions obtained were not 
found t o be stro ngly dependent on the number of grid points used. The domain 1ze 
in the transve rse direction was chosen so that at the outflow boundary. the physical 
domain is about ten times t.he boundary-layer t hickne s. The inflow boundary was 
half a plate length ahead of the plate and the o utflow boundary \ras located at the 
end of the plate. T he \·elocities were fixed at the inlet and on the plate. T he pressure 
was fixed at the outlet. At the boundaries where the parameters were not given. 
extrapolation from the inner Aowfield was u ·ed. Second orde r extrapola1 ion was 
used fo r the s t reamwise \·elocity at the outlet . .-\t all other boundaries. fi rst ordt>r 
extrapolation \\·a used . .-\n equispaced grid pacing was used in the How di rec iion . 
with .)0 griclpoints along the plate . ...\ s tretching desc ribed in Anderso n. Tannehill 
and Pletcher 1.) was used in the trans\·erse direction ·o that about 2.) gridpoinr -
were located within rhe viscous layer . 
The first testcase allowed the forcing rnnce pt to be s tudied in a simple sett ing 
and provided a reference on the effect of the forcing ·olution on the o \·erall a.l~orithm . 
The known fortification ·olution was taken to be the solution of ARC 2D itself after 
convergence. The solution aft er 1000 time 5teps was chosen fo r 1 his purpose. T he 
result s of ARC2D \\·ithout any fortificat ion a re shown in Figure 6.1. The computed 
\·elocity profile- a re close to the Blasius profi le. Exact agreement is not expected 
bet ween the Blasius and ..\RC'2 D solution. Seve ral applications of t he fo rtification 
described in \'an D a lsem ' :; and teger's work _12 _ were investigated. The forcing 
concept \\·as demonstrated by forcing the enti re region abo\·e the plate with a very 
-
large fo r tification factor. I t was chosen to be lO 1 which was large enough that 
the flowfielcl was not resolved by the ARC:2D algorithm by marchin.a in time. The 
fortification of t he ARC2 D algo r ithm was implemented from the first s tep on . and 
near ly immediate convergence of the flowfield to the forcing sol u tion was obsen·ed. 
-
Csi ng the same fo r tificatio n factor.\ = 10'. only the viscous region was fortified . The 
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-cheme di\·erged at gridpoint s located at the interfaces with the unfortified regi on . 
Another calculation was made in which the entire domain above t he plate was 
fortified but with a ·maller forcing fac tor (0 .1 l to see how ·ensiti\·e the re-ult- were 
to the forcing factor. The feasibility o f fortifying o nl y part of the computational 
domain was also inve tigated. Both approaches yielded identical re ~ u]t s ba~ed on 
the computed skin friction. The ·kin friction is shown in figure 6.2 for the fortified 
( \ = 0.1 ) and unfortified :\RC2D scheme at different time s teps. Based on the 
computed skin friction ( figure 6.2 ). the forcing solution was obtained about two or 
three times faster than the solution o f the unfortified scheme. 
When only the \·i ·cous region was fo rt ified. a fo rtificatio n factor \ of 0.1 was 
used. For significantly higher fortification factors . the ARC'2D algorithm e\·entually 
diverged at points outside the fo rti fied region. although the solution in the \·iscous 
region had al ready co nve rged to the rnlue of the forcing ·olution. The ·olutions 
obtained for the case o f a fortified viscous region and a fortified entire domain are 
identical. Based on the computed skin friction ( figure 6 .2 ). the fo rcing solution is 
obtained about two o r th ree times faster than the solution of the unfortified scheme. 
The con\·ergence histories for the case of the ARC':2D so lution used as the forcinis 
-
function are given in figure 6.:3 ( the cu rve labeled ·Force· corresponds to\= 10' ). 
Although the solut ion had already been forced to the forcing solut ion . the residual 
st ill decreased and hence did not indicate com·ergence. The flow outside the fortified 
region and especially near the interfaces o f the fortified region accounts for the large 
residual. \\"hen :\RC2D \\·as strongl y fo rced with\= l0 1 to the forcing solution . the 
resid ual dropped off much faster. but then gradually leveled off at a rnlue lower than 
...\.RC2D at convergence. although the flowfield had converged to the A RC'2D solu tio n 
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almost immediately after I he ~1 art nf the fortification. [n the ca ·e where a. :.ma.lier 
fortifica tion factor wa.s used ( \ = 0.1 ). 1he re idual initially indicate · rnnq•r_!!;ence at 
a finer rate. bur the re sidual t hen len·ls off at a hi~her lnel than rhe unfortified 
residual. The residual for the ca. e of an entire fo rt ified region above the plat e initially 
decreases at the ·ame ra.te as for the ra -e of i\ fortified vi·cou region only. For the> 
latter case . the residual level - otf a t an earlier time step. \\" hen the 'olution of the 
fo rtified algorithm had con \·erged. the residual increased after the for t ification wa.:-
turned off and ·lowly approached 1 he unfortified AR C'20 re·idual I :>ee Figu re 6.:~ 1. 
Thi s might indicate that unfortified region · hase not con\·erged to the cor rert .-olur ion 
yet. 
The :.ame rest cases were also rom put ed u mg the boundary-layer :;olution a 
the forcing solution. The solution of the boundary-layer algo rithm \\·as computed on 
the same grid as ARC'2 D. figure 6.-1: ~ho ws the Blasius solution and the boundary-
la.yer n•locity profile near I he leadin~ edge. the center. and the outflow boundary ( the 
end of the computational domain ) of rhe flat plate. The boundary-layer ·olution i:5 
close to the Blasius solution except \·ery near the leading edge. where the \·alidity of 
the boundary-laye r approximation become 4uestionable. The solutions are .-ho\,·n 
in figure · 6.6 through 6.3. 
The same characteristics oft he fortificat ion are observed except for the region 
near the leading edge. \ear the leading edge. the fort ified ·olution is different from 
t he ARC'2 D and the boundary-layer solution. But whe re the effect of the leading 
edge is !es noticeable. the fortified solution app roaches the forc ing ·olu tion. This is 
clemorn,trated in figures 6...1: and 6.1. showing the veloc ity profile near the leading ed.ge 
and the skin friction along the plate. respect ively. As fo r the fo rtification usi ng the 
solution of ARC'2D it·elf. the -.olution in the \·isrnu· region is inde pendent of \\'he1her 
the t>nti re reg;ion abo\·e the plate i fortified or the \-i,rnus region onl y. Bast>d on rhe 
::-ki n fr iction . t he .;;olution ro n\·erges abou t 1wo to three time faster to it s final ndut> 
than the un fo rt ified .-\RC' 2D algorithm. The "a \·ing in rhe number of it em.lions for 
thi::. rase a re abou t the same as for t he pre\·io11· rn:-;e in which the ARC'2D -.ol11tion 
it.;;e\f wa u ·ed as the fo rt ifying solution. 
The residual hi rory for rhe fo rtifi cation with the boundary-layer "olu ion j, 
-.hown in rigure 6.9. T he same ob!'Pn·ation are ma.de a.s for the case whe re he 
:-olu tion wa fo rced to he .;;olution of . ..\RC2D. 
T he decrea=>e of the residual doe · not reflee1 rom·ergence in the for1ined region. 
but rather in the unfortifietl region. The rlecrea e of t he residual i· e.;;pecially ~low 
near the inte rface · of the fo rti fied region with the outer Row . The .;;\owl ~- decreasing 
residual i caused by the disturbance· rep re:>entecl by the fo rcing funct ion. [h <" 
solution in t he \·i cou· region is fo rced to t he fortification ·olu tion rathe r quickly. and 
cli ·turbances cannot propa~ate through the Rowfield a · in an unfortified ·cheme. [f 
the forcing facto r i· too large. the algorithm J i\·erges. For small fo rtification factors 
which do no t rau·e ...\RC'2 D to dive rge ifor thi · -.1ucly: \ 0.2.11. the diffe re nce · in 
convergence accele ration ob en·ed with the use of diffe rent Yalues of \ i insignificant. 
T he resu lt · of the fo rtification of . ..\RC'2 D using the solut ion of . ..\RC'2D it ·elf 
and the re ult us ing the boundary-layer ·olution demonstrate that the fo rtification 
concept i feasible. The ol ut ion can be rap idly fo rced to a solution 11 sing large 
fort ifica tion factors. The forcina soluti on can also be slightly differe nt from the 
solu tio n of ...\RC'2D which is demon trated by u ing the boundary-laye r ·olu tion as 
the fo rcing ·olution. 
Based on the comput ed re iclual hi ·tory fo r the cases analyzed . con \·ern:ence \\·as 
accelerated by using the fortified cheme. Howe\·er. the conH'r,!!;ence did not yuite 
reach the level l)f the unfortified ARC'2D. T hi · fact is attributed to high residuals in 
the unfortified region and at t he interfaces of the fortified and unfo rt ified Aow re-gion~. 
Based on the results ob tained from ...\RC2D fo r the Ao\,. o\·er a Hat plate. it i:-
concluded that computer time 'nxings up to factor · of two to three can be PXpecred 
for the fo rtified algo ri thm . .-\n increa e in the magnitude of the fo rtificat ion factor 
gene rally increases C' PC -time sa,·ings but. if chose n too large ( fo r thi s study: \ 
0.2.) ). can a lso cause rhe algorithm to di,·erge. 
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7. CONC LUS IO N 
A boundary-layer algo rithm for both .-ready and un. read y Row den·loped hy 
I\. \\·on ..., has been extended to accommodate nonparallel gridlines along 1 he bod:·. 
The only requirement · for he computational grid are ortho~onality at he hody i\ncl 
zero cur,·ature of the gridlines in the transn• r<>e direction. This i · tht> mo.;;t gen-
eral grid that i in accordance with fi rst order boundary-layer theory. The unsrea<ly 
boundary-layer algo ri thm has al ·o bt>t>n extended to allow computation of both inter-
nal and external flow · a nd ha been successfull y tested for both internal and external 
Row case·. The ·tudy include · testcases wh ich had not been pre\·iou ly in\'f,sti~ated 
usincr the full et of un· teady boundary-layer equation ·. \\"here,·er a basis for com-
pari on 1\·as permitted. aood aisreement between data in the literature and the re"ults 
of the cur rent analysis was demonstrated. For the ·tartup of pipe Row the re ·ults 
of the pre~ent boundary-layer alao rithm were in good a~reement ,,·ith the numerical 
solu tion of the full \"a,·ier- tokes ·olution. 
The feasibility of the fort ified :\avier-. ' toke algo rit hm in the spirit of Van Dalsem 
and ' teger's work 12' was demon t rated u ing the Row o,·er a Rat plate a· a te ·t-
ca ·e. The applicabi lity of t he boundary-laye r equations within the framework of an 
ellip ti c ·ol \·er is shown by means of the fortified \"avie r- ' tokes algo rithm . Computer 
time savings of factors of two to three were recorded. The re ·idual does not indicate 
LOO 
convt>rgence although the solution algorithm has con,·erged to the ,·alues of the for-
ti fication olution in the correspon ding region . The residual remain" high •ince the 
solu tion has to se ttle ou t at the boundaries of the Rowfield and at the interface 0f the 
fo rt ified and unfortifie d region. The ·low con,·ergence at tho e location de tPriorat es 
to r:ii\'l:" rgence if the fortificat ion fact o r i· rhost'n too larn;e rfo r this study: \ 0. :2 .) l. 
Based on obsen ·a t ions in the pre·ent ., f urly. the limited size oft he fo rti fication fact1)r 
implie a limit to the computer time ·a,·ings by using l he fort ifie<l algo ri1 hm. 
Future work should be di rected tO\\·ard find ing way - of modifying the fo rt ifi cat inn 
scheme t0 accelerate con,·ergence near the in te rfa(es with the unfortifii>d re!!'.t On::. . 
.-\1 :.o. more work needs to be <lone in order to establ i -h the merit5 of the fortified 
concept fo r more general conditions. fo r exam ple in Aow· containing strong pre"sure 
grad ients and eparared Rows. The present wo rk me rel ,. ce rti fie~ that l he \ a,·ier-
Stoke· Pquat ion· can be fo rt ified. 
'ince fo rci ng solutions in the fo rtified regions must be ob tained ·e p<1rat ely fro m 
the >ia,·ier- tokes soh·er. the identification of Aowfield regions where certain ~irn p li­
lied equation - are adeq uate i of interf" t. [1 mi£?;ht be shown to be ad\·ant ageous o 
.·oh·e the \a,·ier- -. tokes and the ·implified equations iterati,·ely. For example. the so-
lution of the full \:a\·ie r- "tokes equations at ce rta in time ste ps might pro,·icle up dated 
bo11nda ry conditions fo r the subse t equations. 
[t is in orde r to remark thar one of the moti,·at ions for using a fo rtified ·cheme 
to achie,·e convergence accelera t ion is it s ·im pl icity and general app licab ility. ff it is 
found neces a ry to signi ficantly complicate the algorithm and the pro<T rammin~ by 
fo rtifyi ng a code. t he fortified app roach might lose ome of it att racti ,·e feature . 
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9. APPENDIX A. FIN ITE-DIFFERENC E FORIVI OF THE 
BOUNDARY-LAYER EQ UATIO NS 
Continuity 
,.i .J - ri .j - 1 ( n-1 n 
1 
11- l _ 1 ~1. ) . ...l r (YIJi.jJ_·~i_/Pi .j - pi.J)-.rE.i .J - LPi .J-1 11 .J-L 
. n -1 n n-1 11 
-yry i - L) .i ( i _/ p 1 - 1.j - Pi - 1.J l - .r E. i .j - L (Pi .J - 1 - Pi .J -1 " 
n- 1 11- l 
r · - 1· · L ( y 17 p tt ) · - ( y 17 p 11 l · L · 
l.) -J.. l.J - ( I.) 1- .J 
...l f. .r, .. 
<., 1.J 
n - 1 n-1 
Y17i)Pti)i .j-l - Y'li - 1.J (pu)i-l.j - L ) 
...l(.r, .. l 
"l.J -
( r.rcp \ ')1:1-:- 1 - (r.r , p \ ')~ -:- l L 
.... l .J <., l .J - = 0 -yry . 
l.) '2 ...l17 
~Io men tum 
n-1 n n- 1 n- 1 /1 n-L u . . - ti . . ti . . - tl . . (1 - Ii 
pf! -:- 1 l.J t .J _ l pu )~1-:-- L [c - l.=-J ___ 1_-_l-=-.J _ ( 1 _ c) i- 1.j i .j ] 
I. ) __l T l.j __lf. .r c . . __lf. X C · l 
<.. t .j '- l-
11- L n- l u. . - u . . 
- ( i ·ii:i-:-1 1.J- 1 l.J- 1 
p l.J 2...l ry 
p _n- L _ p !l- 1 
l 1- l 
...l ( :r .c . . 
.., l.J 
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n-1 n-1 n-1 n-L 
l ( ( r l .J - 1 - r l .J JI i ·!-1 - Jl l .J lJ i .J - 1 - 1t l .j 
Re ri .j Y17i.J-1-Y17i-l.j-l 2 YT/i .j-L ( ..J. 17)2 
Ener<Ty ~-
n- L n-L n-L n-L 
r · · - r · · L JI · · - fl · · 1 11 · · - ll.;· .J· _ 1 ) ) - ( l.j l.j - l.j l. j - _ 1 ·~)- ~~-
yn ·. - y17 · - l . '2 y17·. ( ..J. n )-'tl.j I .) l .j · 1 
y !1-:--l_ y !1 . 
n - 1 l .J l.J 
r !1-:--l _ y.n-l . T !I - T!' -:-- L 
)11-l [ l.J 1-1.1 ( 1 1-L.J l. ) ] CpPl.j ..J.1 -(cpptl ·· c - -c)------1.; ..J. ~.r , . . ..J.f .r(1·-1 
'- l .J <., 
T~'-:- l - r '.1-:- L p !'-1 - p !1 
( r ·) n - L 1.J - l L.J - 1 E ( t 1 - c p 1 . . = c 
p l.j :! ..J. 17 T 
p!i- 1 _ p n- L 
r1-l l 1-l) 
- ll . 
l.J ..J. ~ .r c .. 
... l.) 
1.11- l 1.n-l y n- 1 r n- 1 
- ( l.J - I.) l .J - l.) l .J - . l .J 1 ( r· 1 - r · · tt: · 1 - ,.. . · · · 1 - · · 
Pec ri .j YTJ i .j - 1 - y'li-1.j - l 2 Y1J i .j-l ( ..J. 17 )2 
r · ·-r· l ,1...~1~l-1.-~-:- llr!'-:--L_ y(? -ll) 
_ ( l.) I .J - l.) . l .j - l.) .; .J - ) 
Yn · · - y,7 ·-1 2 Yr7 · ( ..J. 171 ~ 'fl .] l ·) l.) 
n - 1 n- 1 
_ E c _ l_·J ( u i .j - L - u i .j - 1 ) 2 
Re ( ..J. 17) - Y77i .;-l - YrJi.j- l 
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10. APPENDIX B . COEFFICIENTS OF THE C ONTINUITY. 
MO IE NTUM AN D EN ERGY EQ UATIO NS 
The 'tructure of the individual mat ri ces in the block matrix l t'quation ~.l l 1 i< 
t/ 11 '112 •q:3 bu bl "2 b 1:1 
...\) = 
' 121 1122 •1 "2 ~ . BJ = hn b22 bn 
'
131 1132 11 :t3 h:31 b32 h:n 
e ll c: 21 c31 
'' l 
(' 
) = c21 !'·)') en . Dj = "·) 
c:3 1 CJ2 c:33 d1 
where the e lement s are eval uated as 
'1 l l = 
( r · - T'" · I l.J 1.; - l -n- 1 
-t Y'71 .J Pi.j-l 
b 1:3 
= 
-11 - L = r · yn ·.re p · I .) 'I I.) <.. I .j l .) 
. "1.J 
( 
Y171 J .r ' 
f r l.) - I' I . ) - l ) - ~ -
jj \ ' 11-l 
- ri 1Y17 .r , . ·l - - 1 . I.) '-1.J T l .J 
LO 
- /l - l !J (/ -'7 l.J 1.) ) ,, I) - l I~ I 
-l T I .) 
,. L l 0 
c12 = 0 
''23 
b ·J ·') 
/l-l f ·n-l 
1.) I.) 
n-l n- l 
-l(rl.)-rt.J- l l 111.J -pl.J-L 
·) 
Re r1.JY'71.J (Yr11 .J -Y1]1-l .J 1 
0 
= 0 
n-2 
p i .j 2 
tin - l , , 11 - l ii n -
1
1 ;; /1 - L 
I.] r l.j . 1 _ .Jr 1.) 
.,-n-l-n-1 
- ti p. 
- ( l - /_' '_1_.) __ 1._J _ - c - - ,_ 
. r c 
'-1.J 
·> - n - L -n - L 
_11 L P · 
1 •) I - ·) I.) -I -1 
;r c 
1-l.J 
.r c . 
<..I.) .rti - L.j 
n - 1 n - L 
( 
( T' ' - T' ' ' ) ( /I - /I ) n-1 n-1 ( r . . L - ,. .. )( fl . - 11 . . l )) 
I -J I.) -1 i ·) - L i .j - l 1.)- I.) I.) l.J-
Y'7i.J - l 
1 -n- l (- n-1 -n-l ) - ,, u . - (I 
2r1.J 1.;-L l.J-L 
l (P)n-1(-n - l n) -- -=- ti - 11· ~ T T I -J 1.) I .J 
y '7 i ·) 
-n-1 -n - 1 
p1i n - L ( II i .j - u i- l.J ) 
- t'( - - J 
T 1·1 :r e. . 
I.) 
t'31 
c32 
c33 
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n -n - L 
1jU. n - 1 ( ui-l.; - t1i .J ) pt n-L - n - L -11-L ( L -1·J(--I -1-l· 111 1 - ri LI T 1.1 .r , . '2 T 1.J 1.J - 1 ·J -
.... 1- l.1 
= 
n-1 n-1 ~/1 - 1 c-.n :- l - _±_ 1''i.j-l - ri .J){J..11.J-1 -µi .J J 
2 !.J l.J Re r · · ( Yry · · - Yry · · L ) 
l.) 1.J l .J -
= 
·) n - L 
E )l · . c - l .J n -1 fl -1 
- -R- " ( t1 i J - l - 11 i .J - l l e I yn · · _ L - l yn · \- . 
·11 .J '11.) 
0 
lri .J - r1 .1 - L1 1.n-L 1 n-I ) 1 ( - - 1
11 -L -----"'----=------ - -- ( ,.,,. - ,.,,. - l' pt ' 
Y I 11 l.) I.) - 1 ·2 p l.j r i .J !/ 11 t./ '11 .J - .I .J -
lt' j>i'i-l pn-1 _ pn -L 
P l.J T- 11 - L yn - 1 E 1 1 - 1 = c I - ) - c------
1.) I - l.j .r c .r c . 
.... 1. ) '- l.) 
= ~( c -)n-L , yn-1 _ yn -:- 1 ) 2 pP L .) I .J - L I .J - L 
_ yn y!1-l 
= ( r~p )~? --:- 1~ _ 1.' I '-'p~ll i'.1--:-1 1-l.J 
T I.) ~ T T 1.) 
yn 
1'pP 11 n-1 1-l .J - I 1 - c )( - -- l 
T 1.1 .r c 
= 
= 
;r f. . . 
l .J l.) 
L c p-t· · (r" · i - 1") 
- -( ~)~? -:-- 1 ( f !7-1 - f~l -:-- 1 ) 1.)- l.) 
2 T 1·1 t.J-1 1.1- l Pe i" (Yr1 · · -Yr1· · 1l 
l.) l.) l.J-
k n - 1 ,11-l ) 1.n - l ,11 - L 
( 
( r · L - r · · J( · · . - r..· . . ) ( r · · - r · l ( ,.,,.. - ,.... ) ) L.J - l.) l.j - l I .) - l.) I .) - I.) 1 .J - L 
YrJi .;-L YTJi.J 
E c 2 ( iii .;- l - iii .j -1 ) 
- -R ·) 
e ( Yry 1.j- L - Y17 i .j- l )-
0 
(r 1-r· ) L 
1.J- 1.J ( 1.n. -. 1 1. n -1 ( - - n-1 
I\ - ,.,,.. ) - -- Cppl' I · 
r · · Yn · ·( yn · · l -yn· ·) l.J-L 1.1 2 ~ '7 1.J 
I .) ' II.) '11.)- 't l.) 
d·) 
llO 
l.J l.J - - . <...z .J _t __ I -- -
I r . . - ,. . . L l [ ( y '7 i j"r c . p _n - l l 
2 -1.~T PO f~z~l 
l.) 
-rz - 1 -n - 1 n- l n-1 
-Pi .j - Pi .j-1 - Pi - 1.j - Pi- 1.; - l 
n 11 n n ) 
-Pi .j - Pi.j - 1 - Pi - 1.; - Pi - 1.J - l 
l 
- l ) Tn-
i .J - l 
n l -n-1 P n-l -n-1 
!J'li .j Pi .J - ui .J Y17i .j t.J "i .j-1 
2.rc PO t.n ~L - 2.rE. . . l PO f!1~l 
l.) l.) l .J - l .J -1 
Y17 · l . Y17· . 
1- .J -n-1 -n-1 z- 1.J -n-1 -n-1 
·) Pi - l.j (( i - l.j - 2 Pi - l.J - 111 i - L. j - L 
n-1 n-1 
(pu). l (puJ - 1 · ll / - -) I - ·) -
-y'li-1.j 2:r, .. -y'lt - 1.j he .. l 
l.J .... 1.) -
l p !I - l r- • p !1 - l \-· 1 1 n-1 1 n-1 
- - [ r · L I./ 17 · · .r c . - - ( --;:-- ) · · - r· · y 17 · .r c . . ( - ) · 
2 t.J - ' 1.1 '- 1.1 - L PO T t.J - L 1 ·J 1.1 i... 1.1 PO t L.J 
P n - 1 - n -1 · 11 - 1 - n - l p _n - L l ( - · II· · ) II ll z 1.J -n - 1 n l.J l .J -n-1 1 ) - -p- u· · -c IP · - -~--~T Poi!1 ~ 1 1·J 1•1 i.·, . 1.1 Pot.11 -:- 1 
l.) 1...1.J l -J 
-n- 1 -n -l n - 1 -n-1-n - l p n- l 
(I · l ·!l · . p. (/ ·. ll ·. 
I.- ·) l .J ( l ) ( 'l ) l.J 1.J 1 -n-l I ) -c - - c P· - - --
.i-, . POT!1 - l .r , . l . ' ·J Pot.n - 1 
'o..,t.j l .J <..,t - .) l.J 
ti~1 -:- lti_~ L p .n-1 
-( 1 - c)' ·J z- .J ( i_ 1) 
.rt · POT!1-., 1-1.J l .J 
Pn-L pn-L ( . - . l ) 
l 1-
L lL 
l•' tiJn-:--L pn-l ,. ii y n-L p!1-l 
, P l .J ( 1 - n - l T- n -1 ) , p n - 1 1 - l.; 1 - ,_ f) . . . - l i - - ) . . 
.r, PO 1.1 1 ·1 T l.J PO ,r: , 
">!.) "!.) 
c u T!1_ pn - 1 (cpti )n - 1 pn-l 
-( l -cJ (L)'.7-:-- l l l.J l -( 1 -c ) 1.J ( l - ,J'?-L y(1- l l 
T l.J PO .r e .r, . Pot.n-:-1 l.J 1·J 
<., I - l.j "I - l.j I.) 
p!1 - L pn - l 
_ ~ \ -,n - l f n -:- L ( 1 _ _ ,/1 -:-- L 1 _ ~ ,: \ · n -:-- 1 t !l - L ( __ 1_ n - l l 
:.? 1.; 1.;-l POT'.1-:-l 1.J :.? P 1.; t.J-1 POT11 - L 11, .J 
l.j I .) 
n-1 £ fl . . 
- • 1 .J ·) - n - l -n - L - 11 - L :.? - n - L '2 
' ·) l - (I l (l 1 - l II . . 1 ) - ( u L l ) d-: (y'l ·-1 -yn )- 1.J - 1.)- l.J- I.J -
I.) '11.) 
( p !1 - 1 - p !1 ) 
- Ee ' t 
~I 
l l2 
11. APPE NDIX C . BO UN DARY CONDITIO NS 
11.1 urface B o und a ry Co ndition s 
The trearnent of the boundary conditions at a -.n rface are the !lame fo r internal 
and external How. The no-..,lip condit ion is enfo rred for the for the continuit>· and 
momentum i>q11ation and thP therinal boundar\· rondition i~ t>nforcPd for the t>nergy 
t>quation. The mat ricPs .--1 t and 81 which expre--s the wall boundary condition' are: 
Fixed wall tt>1nperature: 
0 0 0 0 u 0 
B _y .J = 0 0 .( '_y.J = 0 0 0 .D.\"J = 0 
0 0 l 0 0 0 y. l l. 
Con tant heat Aux wall boundary con di rion 1 fir t order expression for .:;r ) : ;-ry 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B_vJ = 0 1 0 . .--1 _y.} = 0 0 0 . D_y; 0 ( l l. l ) 
0 0 0 0 - l r/3 
with d3 = •ltc y17 . -) ~ T/ I /. _ 
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11. 2 External Flow 
n - 1 h L For exte rnal flow -. if the freest ream ,-elocity u, . .\"j is pre:,cribed. l e ,·ariaDle 
p;'.\1. Tf'. .\-.}. and pj' - l can be evaluated from the finite-dilft<>rence form of Pqua t ion :. 
:L2 -1: I 0 '.3.'2.1 . 
At the free:s tream. the finite-difference form of the moment11m. t->nergy and i>qua-
ti on o f st ate i -: 
:\foment um 
n - 1 11 
LI - -lt 11- l 1. .\J I.) 
P, . .\"j ~ r 
ii - 1 II - 1 
ll , . J - ll. \ " J n- L [t ... 1- l. . . -
- ( pu ). \ " J J 
1 ·• · r c 
. ' L. .\".} 
I 11. 2 J 
p(l - L _ pn - 1 
I 1- l = 0 ( I l . :~ I 
:r c 
... l. j 
Energy 
yn - L _ r n 
n - L i .. \".J i . .\"J 
Cp P , .J 
l .. v ~T 
T II -: 1 - T ! l - l . 
n - 1 [ 1. .\ .J 1 - L \ .J ] 
- f Cp f) ll) · \ . j 
l. · r c 
' \ .] .... l. . 
p!1 - l _ p !l 
- Ee( t t 
T 
p n - l_pn - l 
n- l i i - l ) - ll ·. 
t.J ~f. .rE. . V' -
1.. l 
= 0 ( 11.-l) 
Equation of ta te 
p· = PO p· \·;Y. ,.J I l.. t •• Y . ( l L .. ) l 
lf the edO'e ,·elocity ui . .\" }. is gi,·en. the momentum equa tion. 11.3 . is linear. (f equa-
t ions 11.-1 and 11..) a re ~ewt on linearized. they become: 
11-l 
Enerav ..... 
-n-1 r n-1 -n - 1 r·n - L Tn 
p \ . ] . \ .] - 1J1 .• \·J ( 1 . • \ •• / - t . . \'.J I !I - ) l •• • I .. · 
<.P1.S.J 
·r· II - l 11' 11.S.f 
....).r 
n- l T·n - l yn - l rn - 1 7• 11-l P \ . J \. J - I \ . J - \. J l - I P I \. I n - 1 [ I .. · I.. · l.. . l.. · - 1 /. .. ] 
-( <'pll J. \ " j 
I . . · r c 
. i.. . \ " J I . . . 
pn - l _ pn 
- Ee( ' ' 
T 
pn - l _ pn - l 
11 - L I 1-l )- 0 
-(I \'J / ... ....). f..c, . 
<.. I •. \ .f 
( l l. t) 1 
Equation of . "tale 
Po -n - l yn - 1 r· n -1 I/ - 1 .T-n - L Pi - 1 P1 .. \·.f 1. .\".J - 1 .. \'JP1 . .YJ - 1) 1. .\".J l 
\\"ith rhe rnl11e of 11 11 -\ .lj known. equation· :3.:?7 through :3:.29 can be -oh·Pd for the 
l • • 
k Pn - l /1 - l d rn - 1 un nown s 
1 
• P . .Y.J a n i . .Y.J· For the incomp rc .. sib le ca::.P. the tempera111rp-.. 
rnu~t be fixed a.nd only the momentum equation !equation Ll.:3 ) IllU't b<" ~oh·f'd fur 
pn -: 1 . 
l . • \.] . 
pn - 1 _ 
I 
n - l n 
ll \ ' j - II \ " j n- 1 1.. · I.. · n-l [ n-l 
- 1> . \ . j .r c . - I p u I · \' J 11 · \ . j 
I.· ~ T '- l. .\ .} I.. • I .. • 
_ pn - l _ 0 i - l -
ll - l l 
- ll l \'} I . .. 
( l l. 
Then . t he oute r edge boundary condition are put into the block matrix. The outer 
edge temperat ure and treamwise velocity are fixed. T he ''i.ny is com puted from the 
continuity equation. 
0 0 0 0 0 "i . .\"J 
.-l _y.} •1 11 11 12 u l3 .B_yJ = bu b12 b13 . D_y.J = .J . ., 
0 0 0 0 0 l Tt.SJ 
l l .) 
The coe ffic ient s a u. a 12·a 1:3 . b11. 61:2. 61:3 a re the coffici ent for t he conti nuity equa-
t ion and a re !?; iven in Ap pendix B. 
11.3 Internal F low 
For axisy mmetri c pipe Row.the finit e-differen ce form of equations :3.:21 throu gh 
3.:.2 9 becomes: 
Continui ty 
.\ [omentum 
/ 'i .j - ri .; - 1
1 
n-L n- L n - L n-L 
. ,.., ~ r pi .j - pi .J - L - Pi - L.; - Pi - L.; - 1 
n - 1 n- L 11 - l n - 1 
-pi.; -pi .j- L -pi - 1.j -pi- l.j - l) 
n-1 n-1 
r · · - r · l (y '7 ptt)· · - (Yry1Jtt)· l · 
I .j l .J - ( I .j I - .j 
2 .r f. i .j 
ly77pt1)n- LL - (Y17Pt1)1:!-ll . 1 
l .J - 1- .J- ) 
.r E. i .j - 1 
( r p \ - l ~l - 1 - ( r p \ - ) ~! -:-- 11 
/ .) l .J- = 0 
~ '7 
n - 1 n n-1 n-l 
tl· . - (l· . 
n - 1 LJ l.J P· . ( )
11 - l [lti .j - (li-l.j l 
- pu · · Xe . 
l.) ~ T t .J .r ~ . . 1.. i - 1 
n- l n- 1 
ll . . l - ti .. 
-( \ ' )1:1 -:-1 l.J - l .J - 1 
p l .J :2~ 17 
<., I.) 
p .n- 1 _ p !l-1 
l 1- l 
.r c . . 
l. j 
n- 1 n-1 n-1 n-1 
2 ( 2 J.l l .J - p i .j - l II i .j - ll i .j- l ) 
Re Y'7i .j - Y'7i -1. j 2 YT/ i .j ~ '7 
( 11.9 ) 
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EnerJ.!;y 
T!I - l - yri. . y !l -1 - T !l - l 
11 _ l 1 .J 1.J ( n - l [ l.J 1 - I .J ] 
•'pPi .j ~ r - Cppll)l.J .re 
'-1.J 
p!1-L _ p!l 
= f L·( l I 
T 
T !1 - l _ y.n - 1 
- ( t' { . l ~-:- L I ·) - L 1.J - l 
pf) l.J 2 ~ ,., 
p!1- l pn - L 
n-1 I 1- l ) - ll · ~~~~~~ 
I ·) ~{. .r C 
I.) 
ill.LO \ 
The matrices expres - in~ he boundary condi t ions at the cente rline a re: 
h 11 b12 b 1:3 c11 (.'21 c31 ·l 1 
B_vJ = b2 L b22 b2:3 .Cy.J = c21 C·)') c23 . D .VJ = "·) 
03 l 632 63:3 t'3 l en C3:3 ,/ :~ 
where 
1.1 11 
a 12 = 
'lt3 
611 = 
bu 
613 
c11 0 
L"l2 
t' 13 
''21 
'L22 
'
12'.3 
b·)'> - ·> 
a:32 
= 
= 
= 
11 1 
0 
0 
-( rl.j - ' "i .J - 1 ) 
n - 1 fl . . 
l .J 
n - 1 
- f' i .J - L 
Re '"i.jY 17i).1.J17t .J - y'7i - 1.; ) 
0 
0 
/) -2 
11 . ·) - n - l n -1 - ti . /). . -n-1 -n-l ·)-11-l-11-l ll I - [ .J pi .J· - II I j /)I ) I .) 
-- - L' 
~ . 
1.J 1.) -c--~~- -1 1 - 1 · ) · · 
.L' c 
I.) 
·) - n - 1 -n - l 
_ ll . l p 1 
.r c .. 
'l.j 
.r c 
1 ,, _ .J 
l .·) / - .J I .J -I - ' 
.r c . 
1 
. 
" I- .J 
Rr: r I Y17 . . - !JTJ l . l l.j l.) l - ·) 
n-L n -1 
( - I ,. i .) - l - ,. I . ) )( fl i . J - /I i .) - l ) ) 
!J1J1 .j 
l -n-1 -n -1 -n - l 
- 1J· ( u - H · ) 2 l.J 1.J-1 1.J - l 
l 11 n - L ( - n - l n ) - - ( ~ ) I/ • - ll · ~ r T t .J t .J t.J 
-n - 1 -11 - l 
- - ( 11 · - II ) ptt n -1 1.J I - l ·) 
- cf - - ) 
T I .) .r e . 
'-1.J 
n -n -1 .. . (!I - II · ) - ( 1 - t')( p~t )':l -:- 1 1- 1.1 l.j 
T 1.1 .r, . l . 
<.,1- .] 
_ ( !!_.!:_ ) f! -:- I r ii 1.1 - l - n - l ) 
1T l.J . I .J - l - II i .J - l 
0 
= 0 
0 
0 
0 
b:n 
c~33 
11 
(c p)'.1 - 1 p n-1 _ pn-l 
= ,_. P 1.1 ( T n-1 _ yn - 1 ) _ Ee 1 1-l 
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12. APPENDIX 0 . THERMODYNANIIC PROPERTIES 
The thermodynamic properties for ai r modeled a - an ideal ga!I rakulatecl ac-
cording to \\"h ite :21 . 
\ "i-,cosity: 
,3 
11 = ( T ) :! T0 - ·..; 
/t o To T - S 
I I :1. l 1 
where .:.· = 11)9 - R. 
Conducti\·ity: 
:3 
( !_ ) :! Ta - :::-· To T- . I 12. :11 
whe re .'3 = :rm R. 
"pecific Heat: 
c ( ~ ) 0 09.; 
